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A Study of the Bias Against 
th« Military Establishment Between Wars 

I, Introduction, ^Militarism” and "The Military Kli}(f as 
expressions of rcr roach?' a distinction drawn as to 
subjective or objective approach. 

II* The Mature of the Military Sstablishment as a vehicle 
for criticism? basically centers about divergent 
opinions of regular and reserve personnel. The press 
usually reflects the subjective view of the reserve, 
and the civilian public. 

III*. Discipline in public and press la more often associated 
with punishment than with efficiency. This mistaken 
concept, which is found within the Service, as well, is 
a fundamental vehicle for tii® criticism, ”Discipline 
Is antithetical to our deyioCrttlp Ideals,” 

IV. Soldier gripes, which are subjective complaints, and 
often- misinterpreted and magnified by the press, 
thpa become another Vehicle for criticism. $ome 
papers base their bias ei* mi sunder stapdingÿ others, 
deliberately slant their reportifag to achieve a 
Sensational effect* 

V. The Officer Caste In the pt*hli® min4. ii*elosely re¬ 
lated to and Is the occasion of many w3dldier gripes”. 
Officers are often y girded as autocrats, sustained 
by rank alone in their position* The press and public 
are critical of this imagined, undemocratic situation. 

VI. Wine and «omen 
The public concept Of service morals is the result 

of press featuring >f immorality, which in turn is 
based uoon public news interest. Because of limited 
service acquaintance the public accepts the press 
reporting as representative. 

VII* Dogs and Sailors, Keep off the Grass? Conclusions. 
A bias exists against the military establishment 

between wars because the military establishment has 
lost, along with Its citizen base, contact with the 

„ n people? the people not understanding the army end its 
people fear It as any other minority group. Public 
relations, as generally understood, cannot alleviate 
this fear. Only the individual serviceman, by 
personal acquaintance with the civilian community 
can present the serviceman as a person, subscribing 
to the traditional American ideals. 



A Stud; of the Bias 
Against the military Establishment Between Wars 

Society usually denounces ae evil that which It does 

not understand or with which It tends to disagree. The 

general tenor of that distrust Is often dramatised In a 

symbol* evil In connotation, which with continued usage, 

achieves the status of an epithet. Imperialism Is such an 

epithet. According, to Professor Cart I*. Becker, "to be an 
t 

imperialist'It se<£ms that ^on© must be a white man and an 
f * 

European, and a hide bound conservative, either stupid or > * 
hypocritical, either* fop! or knave % (IK * 

f M «■ f t # 
u
 ; 

i ^ "Militarism* and* thè "Military Wind* have at various 
•1 

f 
times In our history become expressions of reproach and 

f f * *i it 

condemnation, Both terms are as incapable of definition or 

of application as the term "imperialism"* Although dlffl- 

cult of definition, the "military mind* does exist. The 

only point upon which all can agree Is that there is a dif¬ 

ference between the "military mind* and the "civilian mind*. 

This action and Interaction between the civilian and the 

military mind and the suspicion and distrust engendered there¬ 

by is primarily responsible for the reproach inherent In the 

term "Militarism*. 

The newspaper columnist cries "Militarism"# "standing 

army*, "nation of soldiers", etc, but it must be remembered 

that, despite what the columnists say, there has not been 

(1) Carl L. Becker, How Few Will the Better World Pel, Hew 

fork, 1946, 92, J 
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within the last one hundred year# a *natlon of soldiers*. 

All of the wars of modern history have been fought, pri¬ 

marily, by citizens in arms. Hth the coming of war, the 

professional soldier In the lower grades loses his Identity 

in the influx of his civilian brothers* That is not true, 

however, among those officers whose responsibility includes 

the actual direction of the wars. That situation exists 

because the individuals Concerned desire it so; it takes a 

1 relatively short period of tire to teach the raw recruit 

to kill his enemy In the most efficient manner possible^ 

It takes a very considerable period of time to teach the 

general the science of moving armies. The civilian soldier 

is usually unwilling to devote the time required for the 

mastery of military science. As a consequence, then, the 

directorial hosts in any a**®y» regardless of the civilian 

character of its soldiers, is usually reserved to the pro- 
it 

fesslonal officer. It is the professional officer, usually 

in the upper ranks, who is stigmatized by the term "mili¬ 

tarist”, and that stigmatization Is directly and closely 

related to the differing educational and social backgrounds 

of the civilian in uniform“end the professional soldier. 

If the average citizen has difficulty In understanding 
H * 

the problem* of the professional military man, and in uhder- 

standing the nature of the military establishment, he is not 

without company in his confusion. There^exlsts, and always 

has existed, in this country a controversy as to the true 
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and proper nature of the military establishment# Over a 

hundred year» ago, we find John 0* Calhoun and Daniel 

Webster hotly arguing the necessity and nature of the 

aroy. In our own day we find the "Cray Report* advocat¬ 

ing a federalized national guard* The two controversies 

are basically ths same. They Involve only a change*".ip 
ê 

titles* The introduction*^ another Interested party to the 

controversy does little to pour oil on the troubled waters. 
* 

The mission of the United States Air Force Is debated against 

the mission of the United States Navy, and against the mission 

of the United States Army* As if the inter-service rivalries 

were not enough, within the Individual services Individuals 

and groups debate the proper nature and use of the reserve* 

It Is entirely understandable, then, that the militarily un¬ 

educated citizen, noting the apparent disunity that exists 

within the military establishment, is apt>«accept his favorite 

columnist*s summary of the situation. 

That summary Is liable to be colored by the journalistic 

creed to "print the news and all of the news — that the people 

will read"» A case !n points the obscure citizen marries; 

that news event may rate two lines of very small print on 

page fifteen of the dally paper, burled In a column of vital 

statistics. Let that marriage end In divorce, with the hus¬ 

band alleging lnfidéllty, and that domestic situation im¬ 

mediately becomes front page news. If the husband Is a 

veteran, it may even reach the headlines. Divorce makes 

better news than happy marriage, 

-3- 



By and large, the national press undoubtedly Intends 

fair and accurate reporting of military news, but quite often 

the best-lntentloned editor la influenced by the traditions 

of hla paper, The history of error Is just as Important as 

th* history of fact. If everyone thinks that George 

Washington thought a standing army dangerous to civil liberty, 

it might as well be so, Sven those who feel that a standing 

army might have a useful place in our society do not dispute 

the traditions of "our forefathers"j they simply Insist that 

times have changed. We will do well to examine some of those 

views before accepting the traditional account. 

Wot all editors are so altruistic^ many seek only the 

sensational; one editor, conditioned by personal experience 

with courts martial, and finding inspiration in a news story 

of an army court-martial, editorially damns all forms of 

military "Justice*. In most cases, however* the treatment 

by the «SItor Is a subjective treatment, and Indeed one of 

the essential differences between the "military mind" and 

the "civilian mind" is found In this difference in outlook. 

The failure to reconcile the objective with the subjective 

on the part of both the editors and the generals is the 

basic cause of the consequential bias existing one agilnst 

the other. Sir Phillip Gibbs, a British newspaper correspon¬ 

dent, has graphically and loyally presented the British 

General Staff to the publ'lc In his book, Bealitles of War. 

j 

J 4 
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Th* book: is unimportant as a history* but it does reveal 

the civilian’* lmpresélôns of fch$ ^military, mind** Qibbs 
1 i ' t * ’ , «I 
writes, met many others generals who were men of ability 

energy* high sense pi 4u^y and? strong personality* I found 
F 

them intellectually* with few exceptions, narrowly moulded 

to the same type, strangely limited in their range of ideas 

and quality of Character. 

♦One has to leave many gaps in one’s conversation 
with generals*, said a friend of mine after lunching 
with an army commander. 

That was true. One had to talk to them on the lines 
of leading articles in the Morning Post. Their patri¬ 
otism, their knowledge of human nature, their idealism, 
and their imagination was limited to the traditional 
views of the Fnglish Country Gentleman of the Tory 
school, Anything outside Of that range of thought was 
to them heresy, treason, or wishy-washy sentiment* 

What was mainly wrong with our generalship was the 
system which put high command Into the hands of a group 
of men belonging to tire old school of war, unable, by 
reason of their age and traditions, to get away from 
rigid methods and to become elaatlc in the face of new 
conditions* (2) 

Throughout his book, the inescapable conclusion is that 

Gibbs found the generals bad and their staffs incompetent* 

Frederick the Great answers the criticism for the generals* 

The fact that the answer came & century before this specific 

criticism does nothing to diminish its pertinency. It has 

been oft repeated* It was Frederick’s opinion that "The 

commanders of armies are more to be pitied than one would 
4. 

think* Without listening to them, all the world denounces 

them, the newspapers ridicule them, and yet, of the thousands 

who condemn them, there is not one who could command the * 

smallest unit." (3) 

(2) Sir Phillip Gibbs, The Pealittea of Far. London, 1920, 46. 

(3) Quoted, Herman Foertsch, The Art of Modern Warfare, 

Hew York, 1940, page proceeding page 1* 



And so1'the exchange continues. Another editor* 

commenting this time on the French General Staff In World 

War I, finds the officers '"reactionary" and "Instinctively 

shrinking from new Ideas". "Although they have not had a 

new idea since they took their baccalaureate degree from a 

military school* such officers believe that they are adept 

In any field of human activity." {4) It Is from such ex** 

changes as these that the epithet* "militarism* Is hurled. 

To the user, It* has a definite and precise meaning, but 

basically the term Is more accurately the description of 

a symptom than of the disease. The disease Itself Is sim¬ 

ply a lack of mutual understanding* The manifestations Of 

that disease, or Its symptoms, are the unjustified denunci¬ 

ations of the military establishment, or of Its Institutions. 

Understandably enopgh, those denunciations are most widely 

disseminated through the agency of the press, but the press 

alone 1» not sole&- responsible for the inaccurate^reporting. 
, in t ' b " 1 

The responsibility is equally divided between the citizenry 

and the soldiers. 

(4) Jean De Fierrefeu, O.Q.GI, Secteur I, Paris, 1920, 

I, 60. 



The nature of the Military Establishment . 
; i ■ * : i ■ 

* 1 
ïrç Mar$h, 1947, the Christian Century in Opposing 

Universal Military Training reiterated’ ah historical fallacy 

which periodically recurs in the nation’s newspapers* The 

fact that Christian Century opposed Universal Military Train¬ 

ing is not pertinent! the way in which it stated that op¬ 

position is important* "The situation dreaded hy Our found¬ 

ing fathers - military domination of the civilian population 

is developing.*.*"(5} That statement, along with the 

"nothing is so dangerous to the liberties of a democratic 

people as a standing army" has been repeated so often that 

it haa now become axiomatic* And yet, "our founding 

fathers" if that term Includes such Individuals as Ceorge 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Eamilton, all 

favored Universal Military Service* In fact the military 

legislation passed and pending in the last decade more 

nearly represents the views of our founding fathers than 

any military program of the last century* 

(5) Hf C* Holdridge, "American Militarism," Christian 

Century, 64r365-7, 7 March 1947* 

* 
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The nature and organisation of the nation’s military 

establishment has probably produced more acrlmonlus debate 

than any topic In American history* Since that day In 

June 1775 when a small band of continental militia by a 

fortunate combination of personal courage and British In¬ 

eptitude won a moral victory over highly trained and well 

organised British Regulars at Bunker Hill, the belief has 

been all to common that untrained Americans, springing to' 

the defense of homes and liberties, armed with pitchforks 

and squirrel rifles In 1776, and with broomsticks In 1940, 

will always triumph over their enemies. In refuting such 

an erroneous concept one is likely to slip into the ”Ko 

militia will ever acquire the habits necessary to resist 

a trained force*|6)t'pattern of'thinking. 

Christian Century charges the military elements of 

the country with "usurpation of a monoply of national 

security by prediction of disaster if thwarted, and by 

propagandising a sense of guilt on the part of the people 

because we have in the pa^t been unprepared*#.#*(7) The 
**• 4 * 

fact remains that the United States has In the past been 

almost completely unprepared for war* Christian Century 

L« * l > 
charges that such Unpreparedness as existed «ras the fault 

of the military establishment, "because its leaders were 
* 

(6) Harold C. Washburn, "The American Blind Spot", Haval 

Institute Proceed!nrA January 1917, reprinted Stars and 

Stripes, Medlterannean Edltlon,2:14(tfarch 11,1944),4s1-3, 

(7) H. C, Eoldridge, 0£. Clt* 366* 
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unable to recognise the advancing science of ear (e.g. 

cavalry obsolete in 1918j preserved until 1946 so officers 

conld have horse shoes and play polo)*.,»* Another writer 

charges that our country has been chronically unprepared 

because Congress failed to appropriate funds for a regular 

army of sufficient site to enable this country to sent into 

conflict a trained army. To prove his point* just as Mr, 

Holdridge had quoted ’’our founding fathers** so now Mr, 

Washburn uses historical precedents: 

Favored Regulars 

let our most revered and respected national 
figures came to see the indispensiblllty of trained 
regular troops for the winning of a war, Washington 
wrote Congress on September 16, 1780, 1Regular troops 
alone are equal to the exigencies of modern war* as 
well for defense as 'for offense* and when a substitute 
is attempted It must" prove'Illusory and ruinous, 

Wo militia will ever acquire the habits necessary 
to resist a trained Torce. t *, 

Î l t J * 
* i 1 . i Jefferson,»* flew * 

Jefferson* long a believer In the militia and 
volunteer systems changed his mind completely In the 
series of humiliating surrenders, abortive attacks 
and panic routs which the sometimes vaunted War of 
1612 actually was, Jefferson wrote to James Monroe: 
»We must train and classify the whole of our male 
Citizens and make military Instruction a part of the 
collegiate education. We can never be safe until this 
is done,» {B) 

The Inescapable conclusion which one draws from the actual 

examination of the writings of *our founding fathers*, In* 

eluding the foregoing quotes, Is not the premise stated by 

(8) Harold C* Washburn* op, clt,. 
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Mr, Holdrldge or Mr* Washburn. The military organization 

envisaged by George Washing*©# Included a highly mobile 
I» ► * 

professional army, maintained in constant readiness to aceom- 

plish stated objectives, in the event that additional 

military strength was needed, the professional or standing 

army was to be augmented by the support of units of the state 

militia, organised and trained to the same standard under 

federal supervision. The units of militia were to maintain 

their own organisation, and were to go into action as integra¬ 

ted units, rather than diffusing the Individual recruits 

among the units of the regular Srmy. It is significant that 

,the concept of an "expansible standing army," which was to 

dominate American i illtary thought for a century was unheard 

of nntll introduced by Secretary of War, John C. Calhoun, in 

1C21, 

Washington’s concept of the proper military establish¬ 

ment, baaed upon hie own experience and upon the advice of 

his staff, which included some of the beat of Europe’s pro¬ 

fessional soldiers, Is summarized in hie "Sentiments on a 

a Peace Establishment”: (9) 

A Peace Establishment for the United States of 
America may in my opinion be classed under four different 
.head, Vizfct 

First. A regular and standing force, for Garrison¬ 
ing West Point and such other Posts upon our northern. 
Western and Southern Frontiers, as shall be deemed 
necessary to awe the Indians, protect our Trade, pre¬ 
vent the encroachments of our neighbors of Canada and 
the FlorldaS' and guard us at least from surprise. Also 
for the security of our magazines. 

(9) Writings of Washington. Bi-CentenMalsl Edition, Vol. 26 
{dovt. Printing Ôffice, 1939), quoted John H« Palmer, 
America in Arms, 1943, 12. 
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Secondly*. A well organised Militia? upon a plan 
that will pervade all the States, and Introduce 
similarity in their Establishment, lanoeuvers, Exercise, 
and Arms. 

Thirdly. Establishing -Arsenal* of all kinds of 
military Stores, 

Fourthly, Accademies, one or more for the Instruct 
tion of the Art Military,„*♦ Also Manufactories of 
some kinds of Military stores* 

Xt is obvious to the student of military history that 

the sentiments of George Washington relative to the organiza¬ 

tion of the nation’s military arm were not reflected in the 

Militia Act of 1792, despite the fact that the measure was 

originally introduced by Washington’s friend* Col, Jeremiah 

Wadsworth, and could be termed an administration measure, 
* 

+ . * + 

Every constructive feature of the bill was amended out of 
b 

it when the House^took J.t np on March &,,1792. and* it is 
i t 

1 * + ( 
f 

significant that On*the question as to the final passage of 

the'amended bill* its author voted nay. (10) 

¥ * 
Opposition then, as now, fcame from the groups who favor¬ 

ed ho army and by the group* who favored the statu* quo» 

The Pennalyvania Packet and Advertiser voiced the fears of 

the latter group: 

’’Ellzabethton, Apr!l 14* 1790. The plan for the 
organlzatibrTbf "the militia of the United States by the 
United States by the Secretary of War is generally 
execrated in this State, as pregnant with mischief both 
to the agricultural and mining interests as well as 
having a tendency to debauch the morals of the rising 
generation* (11) 

(10) Palmer, op, eit., SO, 
(11) Ibid,, 45. 
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The Militia Act of 1792 worsened the existing military 
i 

situation, for It gave federal sanction to a militia system 

which had proven unworkable in the American Revolution, 

and thus directly contributed to the military fiascos of 

the War of 13120 which in turn were the complaints upon 

which the doctrine of the "expansible standing army" was 

based* The militia returns for the State of Maryland in 

1803 indicated that the strength of the militia of that 

state alone aggregated 39,000 men, with 30 regiments of 

infantry and 35 troops of cavalry. Such a force should 

have given a better account of itself than It did at the 

Battle of Bladensburg (1814)* Had it been organized and 

trained in the manner urged by Washington, Adams, Jefferson 

and Madison, the rout that occurred, with the Eritlsh sub¬ 

sequently burning the capitol Itself, must have been a victory 

Instead. 

It is a matter of historical record that Congress, 

whatever its reasons, did not favor a strong national 

militia, for despite the urging of the Presidents, it 

did not provide the necessary legislative framework. In¬ 

stead, at the Instigation of Secretary of War, John C. 

Calhoun, and Major-General Jacob Brown, it accepted the 

plan of the "expansible standing army," first transmitted 

to Congress In December, 1620. (12) The idea of reliance 

(12) Ibid., 72, quoted from American State Papers,"Military 
îfTâirs" II, 189-196. 



upon the citizenry was abandoned, the security of the 
- I 

* t Country was to *bf fntrustéd to a smal^ volunteer pro» 

fessional army, comprised of 6,391 Infantry and artillery. 

In the event of a minor emergency, this army was to be In¬ 

creased by the enlistment of volunteer recruits, to a total 

of 11,558; In the event of a major emergency. It was to be 

Increased to a total strength of 19,035, The peace estab¬ 

lishment envisaged an Infantry company strength of 37 men; 

In emergency, the army was to be expanded by the process 

of "doubling the battalions" to be accomplished by "... 

simply forming a battalion of each half battalion etc*, 

and fill up their ranks to the proper number, with a care 

to place the recruits in the second ranks*" (13) 

The military policy recommended by the administration, 

and approved by Congress in 1821, became orthodox military 

doctrine, Unquestioned until the period immediately pro¬ 

ceeding the first florid War, That is not to say that the 

question of the organisation of the Army was settled; the 

question debated simply became the size of the standing 

army, rather than the Army versus the Militia, and the 

fundamental soundness of the organization was not serious¬ 

ly questioned until the impact of General Leonard Wood in 

tiie era immediately following the Spanish-Amerlcan Har be¬ 

came felt. The successful citizen armies put in the field 

(13) Ibid., 72, 
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by the Confederacy In the Civil War caused some reflection» 

but did little to change the by this tire traditional 

policy» 

The «tory of Leonard Wood is one of the bitterest con¬ 

troversies In the history of the United States Armed Forces» 

It transcended the limits of the War Department; it was tried 

in the newspapers of the nation» and It figured prominently 
à 

in the presidential campaign of 1920* The baslo conflict was 

inherent in the nature of the man. (14) The circumstances 

by which the conflict was brought into sharp focus were 

rather closely associated with Wood's conviction that our 

military system» which provided for only a small and inade¬ 

quate array of professional soldiers» ought to be revolution- 
F 

Wood was not a professional soldier In the true sense 

(14) Wood did not subscribe to the canon of silence for 
professional Army officers* He was outspoken*and 
forthright» and more often right than wrong* Secretary 
of War, Wewton D. Baker said of Wood, ’’difficult if 
not impossible for him to be subordinate*” Frederick 
Falseri Fewton D» Baker, America*at War. II, New York, 
1931» 24Ô. ' Fey ton Marchi Cni'ef-of-Staff of the U. S. 
Army in 1917 says that Pershing thought of Wood as 
"the same insubordinate general that he has always 
been.” General Peyton C. March, The Ration at War. 
Hew York, 1932, 81. For a contrary view,see fheodore 
Roosevelt's opinion, originally published in McClure's 
Magazine, and quoted in John G. Holme, The Life of 
Leonard Wood, Garden City, Hew York, 1920,’ 147, 1 

Roosevelt writes; "Wood is a big man who can look on a 
problem from every angle. He makes few mistakes, but 
he's big enough when he makes one, to admit the error, 
and he has patience with the other fellow'a opinion.H 

14 



of the word. Ho vaa a doctor, graduated from Harvard Medical 

School, who entered the Army aa a surgeon for service In 

the Apache Wars* For his distinguished service as a surgeon 

and as an officer of the Infantry, to which he was assigned 

at his own request because of there was no such officer 

ordered to the command, Wood was awarded the Congressional 

S£e3al of Honor* Immediately preceding the Spanish-Amerlcan. 

War, Wood was stationed In Washington as Assistant Attend* 

Ing Surgeon, and in this connection formed friendships with 

Presidents Cleveland and McKinley, and with Assistant Sec¬ 

retary of Wavy, Theodore Boosevelt* As these prominent 

Bepublicans, liking Wood personally, became acquainted 

with his striking ability, which was admitted by his bitter¬ 

est enemies, his advancement was accelerated, until in 1910, 

he was^pointed Chlef-of-Staff of the United States Army. 

His appointment evoked bitter criticism both within and from 

without the Army; within, from those regular officers who 

felt that their future was entrusted to an "outsider” who 

owed his Influence to the fact that he was a "pet of the ad¬ 

ministration?" without, from the legions of pacifists ah© 

felt that Wood’s doctrine of Universal Military Training was 

some militaristic plot which spelled national bankruptcy, 

war and national suicide* The regular army and the pacifists 

were united in their opposition; nevertheless, his appointment 

was confirmed, and ha continued as Chlef-of-Staff during the 

iW 

w * 

% 
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remaining years of the Republican administration» and into 

the succeeding democratic» Wilson» administration. Although 

he never overcame the hostility within the Army itself» he 

did succeed in reorienting the country to a policy of prepared¬ 

ness «■ In speeches and magazine articles* he called attention 

to the many defects of the Army and the vital necessity <jf 

improving them. He preached a doctrine of preparedness» 

even as the new President» Wilson» urged the nation to be 

"neutral in thought as well as in deed." In urging the abandon- 

ment of obsolete army posts» Wood proposed the reorganization 

of the existing "companies of walk-cleaners» battalions of 

lawn-mowers* and regiments pJf leaf-rakers.* £{e* more than 

any other man* prepared the country for the part it was to 

play in World War X* t < / i * * 

Through his wolrk with tiie Citlaens Military Training 

camps* and through the medium pf the^national press* for which 

he furnished readable and vigorous copy^ Wood was presented 

to the nation as the spokesman of The People assembled in a 

new national army. The validity of his position on any 

issue, right or wrong* was obscured as The people rose in 

mass indignation to avenge any slight against their hero. (15) 

By the officers of the regular Army, Wood was distrusted 

aLmost from the time that President McKinley appointed him as 

(15) All sources, including those adversely critical* attest 
to Wood’s popularity. Frederick palmer (op. clt.* 21), 
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a Major-General in the regular Army, over the heads or several 

hundred regular officers. The sentiment is indicated to some 

extent "by Colonel Duncan, who served under him in the Phi111- 

plneaj 

Before I met General Wood, his very name stirred 
indignation in me. I couldn’t help feeling that the pro¬ 
motion of a mere doctor over the heads of so many experi¬ 
enced and deserving officers was an outrage to the service. 
The hill that made me a Colonel made him a Major-General, 
yet I was so bitterly opposed to his promotion that I was 
willing to see the bill defeated and lose my colonelcy. 
(16) 

Duncan concluded after serving with him for a while that Wood 

really was a magnificent officer and a great soldier. 

The pslectlon of Major-General John J, Pershing over 

Major-General Leonard Wood, who was senior to Pershing, touch¬ 

ed off the fireworks in 1917. Wood was in disfavor with the 

speaks of the fame of Wood with the general public, ahd 
of "the Man whom our Allies recognise as our ablest 
general." The Kew York Times, August 23, 1915, 6î2,, 
while editorially defending Wood from Administration 
censure because of Theodore Roosevelt’s speech at the 
Plattsburg camp in August 1915, spoke of him as one 
"who stands very high in the esteem and confidence of 
the American leople*" This popularity carried on through 
the war. The few York Times, May 6, 1917, 7i7,, urged 
the nomination (for President) of Wood "as the man able 
to reunite the Republican Party." After the war. Wood 
was suggested for various assignments including that of 
Administrator of the Armenian Relief Fund, Baseball 
Commissioner and Secretary of War under Warren G. Harding. 
In the presidential campaign of 1920, Wood led in the 
popular vote in most of the states holding Republican 
primaries, and in the Republican convention, despite 
the united Republican machine support for Harding, 
according to Encyclopedia Britannica (1947), 23î714., 
polled 155 votes as against 692 1/2 for Harding on the 
ballot which nominated the latter. 

(15) Holme, f 
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administration, which was not unaware of hi8 stature as a 

presidential' candidate in 1910, and In 1920* The subsequent 

steadfast refusal of Pershing to permit overseas service for 

Wood was ascribed to politics» Here again, the aotual reason 

for the selection of Pershing over Wood, the physical condi¬ 

tion of the latter* was ignored, and the criticism centered 

on the principals involved. Technically, Pershing won, in 

that his desires were accepted by the War Department despite 

pressure from Congress and the press* Actually, Pershing was 

in the position of "operation successful, but the patient . 

died;" the same Congressmen who had declaimed In Congress 

'the humiliation of Leonard Wood were the architects of 

emasculation for the army in 1921, Congressmen wept in 1918 

as Senator Hiram Johnson,,commenting on Wood’s relief from 

the command of the ^Qth Division, cried out, 

If It were necessary to humiliate a brave spirit 
as Leonard «Hood was humiliated, for the love of God, 
ought not the people of the United States be told of it? 
* » *Why? (17) 

And the Congressmen from Kansas, noting that Governor Capper 

had proclaimed Wood a "CITIZSW EXTRAORDINARY* of Kansas 

sounded an obbligato; 
* 

General Wood is idolised by the people of Kansas 
and Colorado, (18) 

Little mental adjustment was required of the Congressmen 

who In their defense of Wood In 1918 had denounced the Regular 

(17) Hew York Times, June 13, 1918, 0:5. 
(18) Ibid., May 29, 1913, It2» 

é 
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Army as "cliquaish* and "full of favoritism" as their 

attention was transferred to the organization of the Army 

Itself. Mr* Anthony, of Kansas, together with Mr. Stafford 

of Wisconsin, and Mr. Sisson of Mississippi, all members of 

of the House Appropriation Committee, succeeded by means of 

the Appropriation Act of 1920 In drastically reducing the 

Regular Army. The cry now heard In the halls of Congress 

echoed Champ Clark's 1919, "Smash the Regular Army." (19) 

Representative Sisson, of Mississippi, stated that he made 

no secret of the fact that he was opposed not only to the 

Regular Army but'also to the National Guard and the Reserve 

forces (20), while Representative tfpshaw, of Georgia, favored 

reducing the Army "by cutting off the private personnel." (21) 

although tha attention of Congress and of £he nation 
r If» > * 

subsequently turned to sffairs of domestic economy, and the 

attention of the military establishment, to another controversy 
l* A

1 

centering about the person of General "Billy" Mitchell, the 

ghost of Leonard Wood refused to lie. Two books, published 

In 1931 and 1932, which contain the reminiscences of the 1917- 

1918 Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker, and the Chief-of- 

Staff, General Peyton C. March,reveal the real reason for the 

hostility against Wood. This, briefly, was the conviction 

(19) The Bridgehead Sentinel, June 7, 1919; quoted Dixon Wecter, 
When"Johany Comes Marching Home. Cambridge, 1944,346. 

(20) 'Army"'and Kavy Journal, LIJC: 52: Whole 3079 (August 26, 
1922), 12s7;&. 

(21) Ibid., UCJIJWhole 3080 (September 2, 1922), 6?3. 
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that Wood# because of his extra-Amy contacts and activities 

in the civilian world, was disloyal to the Amy, A curious 

parallel in language in the two books indicates how that 

conviction crystallised. Secretary Saker said of Woodt 

H© was a brilliant speaker and spoke often. ... Î 
sometimes wonierod that one with his talents had not re¬ 
signed from the Jrmy end sought a political career in 
which he would not have been subject to the hierarchy 
of accident and linear promotion in the military service. 
(22) 

General March said this: 

As a matter of fact. General Wood has done military 
work of great value during his career as Chief-of-Staff 
and afterwards, and a great deal of it was due to the 
fact that he was not a trained soldier and had none of 
the inhibitions of that ilk. 

The regular Array man is trained from thé first to 
keep his mouth shut and play the game loyally for the 
best Interests of the country, no matter what political 
party is in power. 

General Wood travelled all over the country making 
speeches in favor of preparedness, and he was about the 
first of the array head* in our history who was capable 
of making a speech. (2?) 

March’s unexpected, anti-climaotieal, and totally Irrelevant 

conclusion was that most of our army officers followed the 

model set by General Cirant, "who never did learn to speak 

readily," and that General Wood, "having been educated at 

Harvard and trained to be a doctor and not a soldier, had 

none of this in hiau" 

And, finally, another chapter Was written in the long- 

(22) Frederick Balmén, 6p*,.eit., 232 
(23) March, opT ciTT, S§7 —f i* K 
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standing dlspats bstvesn the regular versus ths militiaman. 

The words belong to General Pershing, spoken In connection 

with the Motional Defense Act of 1929: 

...It Is only Justice to say that In all essential 
respects the directive genius (of the armies) almost 
without exception was the educated soldier. Wor can 
It ever be otherwise. Our armies can never be led by 
political officers, but the leadership must be entrusted 
alone to those trained men whose ability, efficiency, 
and loyalty shall have been determined In advance by the 
Army, Itself. (C4) * 

Leonard Wood had hardly ceased to be newsworthy when, in 

1925, another Intra-service fight hit the headlines, and the 

violence of the feeling stirred up has not yet abated. Again, 

the entire question centered about the person and the person¬ 

ality of one man, General "Billy” Mitchell, who was tried and 

convicted on December 17, 1925, of making statements to the 

prejudice of good order and military discipline. 

Mitchell had devoted some twenty-five years of his army 

career to a crusade for air-power, and by 1925 had.risen to 

the post of Assistant Chief of the Air Service with the rank 

of Brigadier-General, a post and rank which he lost because 

of the warmth of his criticism of the War Department, which 

did not wholly agree with him In Ms views as to the best 

possible organisation of the Department. Mitchell advocated, 

as did his disciples for the next twenty years, separation 

of the Air Force from the Army, In the summer of 1925 when 

(24) General Pershing Speaks, on the Regular Army and Promotion,” 
Army and Favy Journal, LX11:1: Whole 31Q5 (September 6, 
1924), 1305. 
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the dirigible, the Sham n'owh* exploded, "*U tchall , chagrined - 

by his dismissal from th® Tar Department, accused the Tar 

and Wavy Departments of "iaeoapetency, criminal negligence, 

and almost treasonable administration of the national*defense1*• 

The charges for which he was tried were based upon these 

statements* 

The public end the press took their cue from Mitchell, 

himself, who termed the trial "the culmination of the efforts 

of the Oeneral Staff and the General Board of the Bevy to 
* 

deprecate the value of air-power and keep it in en auxiliary 
* * 

position which absolutely compromises our whole system of 

national defense.*(25) To the publie and to the press, the 

issue was not whether Mitchell*a statements were prejudicial 

to good order and military discipline or not, but was whether 

Mitchell's view as to the importance of air power was correct. 

In the mind of the public, kitcholl wae acquitted* Even the 

normally impartial Encyclopedia Britannica* discussing Eitchell*s 

court martial, declares that time has "vindicated* him»(25) 

As previously with Wood, the overtones of the Mitchell 

court martial were played in Congress» Representative Connally 

of Texas in January, 19°6, introduced e resolution calling for 

a congressional investigation of the Mitchell case *for the 

purpose of revising court martial laws*.(27) And Representative 

(25) ** Mitchell, William L." Encyclopedia Britannica (1947), 
15*617. For similar treatments sêe~!mile Gaüvereau, 
Billy Mitchell* Prophet Without Honor, (1942). 

(26) ibid.  "  
(27) I»ew York Times* January 27, 1926, 25:6. 
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Curry Introduced another resolution which would have resulted 

in the promotion of Mitchell to the rank of Major General if 

it had passed(23) hitch© 11 finally was promoted to the rank 

of hajor General, posthumously, in 1942, and was awarded the 

Congressional Medal of Honor* The Hew York Times* in report¬ 

ing that promotion, said; 

'Hie Senate unanimously approved and sent to the 
Bouse today a bill posthumously promoting to Major General 
the late William L. Mitchell, whose advocacy of air power 
over sea and land power led to his eourtmartial and 
resignation from the army in 1926.(29) 

The rather devious path by which his advocacy of air power 

led to hie court martial was not indicated* The statement upon 

which the court martial charges wers based was no mere slip of 

tonguej neither was it simply a service gripe* It was the 

difiant challenge of a master of Invective who was determined 

to force a showdown by voicing charges so grave that his 

superiors could not ignore them, counting on the soundness of 

his views to force the creation of a separate air arm, and 

ultimately to bury the formal charges which he knew would be 

preferred against him* In Mitchell's own words; 

If the War Department wants to start something, so 
much the better* Then I can get the case before Congress 
and the people and then we will have a chance to remedy 
this unfortunate situation*(30) 

The present generation does not know the acld-tongued 

Billy Mitchell who recognised as friends all who agreed with him, 

(28) Hew York Times. February 1* 1926* 6:6. 
(29) Ibid., January 13, 1926, il;3. 
(30 J Telvia J* Maas, "The Billy Mitchell Case", Flying. 31:2 

(August 1942), 65:1* 
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but regarded as fools and suspect of knavery, all who disagreed 

with him* They do not know that President Coolidge,in 

approving the conviction, termed Mitchell*s conduct contrary 

to the theory of government which "implies that every official 

so long as he retains office, shall deport himself with respect 

toward his superiors," Coolldge cautioned that without dis» 

cipline, the Army and Havy would be a menace to society, and 

that discipline was impossible if Litchell*s campaign of 

vituperation and name-calling was allowed to continue, Mitchell 

is now regarded by the general public as a prophet, belatedly 

honored in his own country. But this impatient prophet, despite 

the accuracy of his views, delayed the natural development of 

aviation in the United States, beeause of the intensity of the 

feeling which his tactics aroused. His dogmatic assurance, 

strangely reminiscent of the 1949 dispute about the continued 

existance of naval aviation, lost him the intermediate support 

of the nation; it only Increased the violence of opinion at the 

extremes. And again, the entire military establishment was the 

loser over what it might have had if Billy Mitchell in addition 

to his ability and sincerity had posasaed tact or patience. 

Only now, a decade after his death is there any probability of 

an objective appraisal of Mitchell*s concept of air power. It 

is well that only his great contributions should remain in the 

public recollection, beeause his tactics ere no more defensible 

now than they were in 19C5* 
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Disciplina 

A group of college freshmen who had indicated an In¬ 

terest In the Haval Reserve Officers Training. Program 

r * ’ 

were Asked thfii? attitude toward the possibility of a 
A 

service career,(31} A substantial part of those who did 

not look with favor on such an occupation gave as the 

reason, the desire to be freO of ‘’military discipline,* 

Some weeks later, the class In which the successful ap¬ 

plicants, which Included all of those physically qualified, 

were enrolled was asked to define "discipline*. To some, 

immaturely expressed, it meant the orderly observance of 

constituted authority. It meant to them, the ability to 

■look sharp while marching*. To others significantly, 

discipline was synonomous with regimentation and punish¬ 

ment, Although both groups did not at that time recognise 

the actual value. Importance and meaning of discipline, 

the latter view is especially significant, because It is 

upon that view that the attention of the public is generally 

centered. The military establishment cannot escape its 

proportionate blame for the erroneous concept held by the 

general public. The Headquarters of the Commandant of the 

(31) Interviews for the selection of "contract students*, 
KROTC program, The Rice Institute, Houston, Texas, 
September 16-19, 1947, 
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A * * 

Twelvth K»vaX District ’bear»' the legend over fine of Its 

doors, "Disciplinary Office"* It It the office In which 

the preparation of courts martial Is accomplished* It 

administers the routine of such punishment as are lnflieted 

In that command* 

Although the former group of students had a clearer 

conoept of discipline that the latter, their view was that 

of the traditional "parade ground at Potsdam". Both failed 

tp -realize that the most prominent characteristic of dis-» 

clpllne Is the Overall orderliness and efficiency of the 

military unit. The practice In obeying commands derived 

from infantry drill Is Important In achieving orderliness 

and efficiency, but It Is not the end sought. 

The original meaning of discipline was "Instruction 

Imparted to disciples or scholars." Insofar as military 

discipline in Its early usage is concerned, the term meant 

merely regulations for drill* A book by William Earriffe# 

Lieutenant, published In London In 1639 has on Its title 

page: 

Military Discipline: Or the Yong Artillery Wan* 
Wherein Is Discoursed and Showne the Postures both 
of Musket and Pike the exactest way, etc. Together 
with the Exercise of the Foot in their Motions, with 
much variety: As also diverse and severall formes 
for the embattelling small or greater Bodies* demon¬ 
strated by the number of a single Company, with their 
Heducements: Very necessary for all such as are stu¬ 
dious In the Art Mllltarle. Whereunto is also added 
the Beneficial Use of the Half-Pike joyned with the 
Musket, With the way to draw up the Swedish Brigade* 
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Blessed be the Lord my strength which teacheth my 
hands to wapre* and my fingers to fight# Psal. 
144.1. (32) f 

Nothing was said afeOut punishment#. and righ^lly so# 
# .H * . « 1 \ \ * 
because tbe book contains in its *ZTJ pages nothing but 

drill instructions. Discipline then, as in the U* S. 
* 

Navy today# was a drill made* necessary by the complexity 

Of the materiel with which the lighting was done. Fir#* 

ing was a relatively slow process with crude muzzle-load¬ 

ing muskets# and fire power was the result Of much drill# 

or practice. The *ïong Artilleryman* complied with thirty- 

seven separate commands from *Take your match between the 

fingers of your right hand*, preparatory to *unahoulderJng* 

his musket# to *cleere your* Pan* after Tiring* In order 

to Insure performance of these manuevers In the presence 

of the enemy# no particular initiative was needed; the 

cumbersome manipulations had to be performed again and 

again until machlne-llke precision was acquired. Slmll- 

taneous action and precision of movement was stressed rather 

than Individual excellençe. 

The modern military establishment differs from those 

of the seventeenth century in many respects. Foremost 

among those differences Is the development of the citizen 

army* The militia of the Revolutionary Army was not dis- 

(32) L* A# Pennington# Roraeyn B. Bough# H. W. Case# The 
Psychology of military Leadership. New york#19437“128. 
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clpllned In the tradition of Frederick the Great, nor has 
* 

any of the «arrive armies of the United States been so 

disciplined. Their success is attributable to the 

enthusiasm for a 'cause, plus a certain mechanical èptitude 

for weapons. The discipline, particularly in the mechan¬ 

ised units, Is the discipline'Imposed by materiel. The 

professional soldier is liable to insist that materiel dis¬ 

cipline Is not discipline at all, and the cltlsen soldier 

will reply, "What difference does It make? I do my Job* 

I am not concerned with »aplt and polish**. There are 

countless examples of precision teamwork among the air 

crews and the gun crews- a precision demanded by the machines 

they serve, but the clearest indication of the need for both 

personal and materiel discipline is contained in the World 

War II stories of the U. 3. S. Weosho and of the U. S. S. 

Ben Franklin. It is personal discipline that sustains men 

when all else is lost. 

On Way 7, 1942, the U. S. S. Keoaho was hit seven 

times by Japanese bombs, and once by a burning plane* 

Drifting and helpless, she remained afloat until the 11th 

when herr survivors were taken off and the useless hulk 

sunk by an American destroyer. The Feosho*s loss of 176 

men might have been lighter had not a large part of her 

crew abandoned ship without proper orders. Sixty-eight men 

had drifted away on four lashed-together life rafts. Ten 
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day$j later rescue ship» found only four* of the men alive# 

The rest had died 0a £he rafts or, crazed with thirst, 

and leaped Into the sea# (33) 

Three years later, another ship In another situation 

fraught with greater disaster returned.hohe. The aircraft 

carrier, Franklin, took more punishment than any ship has 

ever taken before In history and lived, On the morning 

of March 19, 1945, Just fifty miles off the coast of Japan, 

the Franklin was hit by Japanese bomba. Amid blazing 

planes, explod’ng bombs, rockets, and machine-gun ammuni¬ 

tion, the crew fought to save her, Forty thousand gallons 

of blazing aviation gasoline gushed across the deck, and 

carried fire Into the bowels of the ship. The stored 

ammunition in the magazines, a hundred tons of It, began 

to go off. Panic struck the crew, and when the ganta Fe 
y 

came alongside to help fight the fires, the crew began to 

desert the burning Franklin for the safety of the cruiser. 

Captain L, E* Gehwes, commanding officer of the Franklin, 

mindful of the men trapped below decks In the engine rooms, 

and determined to save his ship, ordered the Santa Fe to 

she^r off. Discipline paid off. Of the Franklin*a crew 

of about three thousand, two thirds were unharmed# But 

for the decision of Captalh Gehres and his ability to 

still the panic, here might have been another Feoaho,*34) 

(S3) Wescott, And others, American Sea Power Since 1775, 
Philadelphia, 1947, 4TO 

U45 Ibid., 564. 
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In 'both instances materiel discipline failed in the 

face of panic# Not understanding the distinction, how¬ 

ever, these same air crews and gun crews are loudest in 

their condemnation of "military discipline*# To them, as 

to the college freshmen, discipline is synonomous with 

punishment and is antithetical to the democratic principles 

to which they subscribe* 

Traditionally, American sympathy Is for the underdog. 

History will undoubtedly acclaim as heroes of the second 

World War the NcCandleeseâ* the Devereauxs, and the 

Balnwrighta# It is a peculiarity of American character 

and of American history that the underdog who fought a 

good fight is so acclaimed, regardless of whether he won 

or lost# That sympathy is likely to be extended to include 

other classes not so deserving, particularly if there is 

a wide disparity ip the social positions of those classes# 

It is upon this peculiarity in the American character that 

criticism of military Justice la- usually based# There 
» i , * t- " ’ ^ 

Is created the fiction of a easte system in the military 

organisation, and the cases that come before the courts 

martial, which are federal courts operating under the 

same constitutional authority as any other federal court, 

are tried in the press releases, not on the basis of 

Justice or injustice, but as a contest between the *brass* 

and the enlisted man* 

In a comparatively recent court martial, an enlisted 

i
1 
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man waa convicted by a General Court Martial of the theft 

of five gallons of gasoline» and vas sentenced to 25 days 

restriction to the field» and to the loss of fifty dollars 

per »onth of his pay for three months* The case drew sub¬ 

headlines on the front pages of the local papers: 

SERGEANT RESTRICTED, FINED, FOR TJSIN3 5GALLONS OF GAS 

Excerpts from the text indicate that "to try the Seabrook 

Sergeant, a father of two children, military authorities at 

the 10th Air Force Headquarters, Brooks Field, ordered a court 

of nine officers, ranging from major down to lieutenant, flown 

here from San Antonio especially for the trial** ”Their pre¬ 

sence posed one question which went unanswered during the 

trail* It was: Why were several hundred gallons of gasoline 

consumed to fly the officers here when a special court-martial 

conceivably could have been appointed at Ellington Field, 

where the trial waa held, to try the sergeant,"(55) 

The case attracted editorial comment In at least two other 

local papers. Typical of the editorials, but the moat scathing 

waa that of The Rice Institute student newspaper. The Thresher. 

That editor, Mr* Robert Flagg, declared that he had bean 

meaning to write auch an editorial for five years, but that he 

been unable to do so because "for over three years the shadow 

of rank fell blackly across our typewriter, and for another 

two years, the occasion near enoubh to home did not arise." 

Mr. Flagg editorially wondered why a general court martial, 

(35) The Houston Chronicle. November C6, 1947. 1:7,3. 
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which Involved usina at least 200 gallons of gasoline to fly 

nine officers from San Antonio to Houston was thrown at the 

sergeant "all for the heinous and evil crime of using five 

gallons of gasoline to burn weeds off hls yard at home- 

gasoline which had been declared as waste** 

Although declaring It "beside the point", Mr* Flagg 

paid hls respects to "Two-star General Berlny Meyers"* The 

implication was that there were two forms of Justice, one 

for the "brass", and another for the enlisted man* 

The rather Incoherent editorial conclusion was that the 

sergeant was tried by general court-martial and convicted, 

not because of the lack of legal ability on the part of his 

defense counsel, a civilian attorney with previous army ser¬ 

vice, but because of the "general attitude of the brass"* 

He felt that this widespread persecution-of-the-enlisted-man 

attitude Is responsible for the declining enlistment rate in 

the Army*(3S) 

The treatment given this Incident Is rather typical of 

the usual treatment given courts martial by the press* 

Obviously, "the one question" (as to why a court was flown 

from San Antonio for the trial) went unanswered. It went un- 

ans# .red f «cause it had no bearing on the innocence or guilt 

of the sergeant* It would have also gone unanswered in any 

other court, feleral or state, in which the man might have 

been tried. Had the reporter really been interested in the 

(36) The Thresher, Houston, Texas, December 12, 1947, 4:1* 
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"why", he might have had the information from the Commanding 

Officer of Ellington Field for the asking. 

A court was not ordered from the officers stationed at 

Ellington because all officers otherwise qualified for such 

duty disqualified themselves by declaring that they were famllar 

with the circumstances, and had already formulated an opinion. 

Although the man was able to cite a blameless record at hie 
i 

trial (all records are blameless unless marred by a previous 

conviction by court martial), the sergeant was well known to the 

officers with whom he served. In June, 1947, he had been ap¬ 

prehended leaving the station with five gallons of "waste" 

gasoline to "burn weeds." He received an admonition and warn¬ 

ing from his Commanding Officer. In July, 1947, he had been 

again apprehended leaving the station with five gallons of 

"waste" gasoline to "burn weeds”. He received a written re¬ 

primand from the Commanding General of the Tenth Air Force* 

Then, in November, 1947, when a~aln apprehended in the same mis¬ 

conduct, he was orlered tried by a court ranrtial. In order that 

the sergeant might be protected in his legal rights, it was 

necessary to try him before a court that had no knowledge of 

those circumstances. That la why a court was flown to Ellington 

Field "especially for the trial". Although the evurt was im¬ 

ported especially for the trial, the flight by which it was 

transported was not special. It was the regular daily ad¬ 

ministrative flight between San Antonio and Houston, and would 

have been made regardless of the existence or composition of 

the court. 
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Th® term "waste gasoline* used extensively la th® press 

treatment of this story is a technical term* It means gasoline 

drawn from the bottom of the fuel tanks of aircraft. It is waste 

in the sense that it cannot be picked up by the fuel pumps and 

burned while the aircraft is in flight* Because of the impurities 

which It contains» such as condensed water vapors and metallic 

salts resulting from chemical reaction within the tanks» the 

"waste* gasoline will be drained from the tanka when the air^ 

craft returns to its base» and it will not be reused in aircraft 

engines* Heither will it he used as cleaning fluid, or burned 

on the ground, which opinion was advanced during the trial by 

another witness during the course of his testimony* The former 

disposition is precluded by field safety regulations, the latter 

by common sense. "Faste” gasoline is mixed with lubricating oil 

in the proportion of five gallons of gasoline to one quart of oil, 

so as to cut down the octane rating, and it is then used in the 

government owned motor vehicles attached to the field. 

The sergeant was convicted, and his conviction did not "lie 

in any lack of Ifr. Jacobs* legal abilities.” He was convicted 

because he was guilty/ "the attitude of the brass well demonstrated 

in this instance* must embrace punishment for wrongdoing if there 

Is no other recourse* And so the students at The Rice Institute 

in 1947 receive as a part of thetr college education the in- 

formatl >n that the officers of the American military establishment 

are tyrannical and unjust* In future years those students may 

not remember the circumstances» but the information Is likely to 

remain as a part of their basic education. 
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8Mle the Soustan press was engaged wife case of fee erring 

sergeant» fee national press had a bigger target» Major General 

fermett E. Foyers, who had served during fee war years as pro¬ 

curement officer for the Army Air Corps* During that time, wajor 

General Meyers was able by a series of sharp practices to bene¬ 

fit himself financially without the knowledge of his superior 

officers* His active military career ceased when he was placed 

upon the retired list by reason of physical disability after the 

war» and the actual unraveling of Ms perfidy was left to fee 

Senate Investigating Committee healed by Senator Homer Ferguson* 

As might be expected» a storm of editorial comment was released* 

Five percent of the d&lly newspapers of the nation contained 

service-related editorials during fee week C3-C3 of November1947j 

twenty percent were unfavorable in tenor. (37) 

A majority of the editorials followed the same line as that 

taken by the Army and Navy Journal, directing their criticism at 

the General as an individual and not as a typical representative 

of his profession* Most of the editorials recounted fee wartime 

logistic record of the Air Force, and found it above reproach* 

These editors felt that althought the country as a whole was 

shamed and humiliated by Meyer's conduct, fee services must feel 

the greatest revulsion because one of their officers had befouled 

the servie» tradition of honor with the evidence of his own greed* 

They recountei fee fcaaîc, universally accepted, code of the ser¬ 

vice: fee military servira rests on the word of its officers, 

(37) Kavy Department, Officy of Public Relations, Evaluation 
l*r. oranuum (7-137), 11 December 1947* 
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which cannot exist unless their word can he relied upon. 

General Meyers had produced satisfactory fuse boxes, and had 

delivered them to the fighting fronts on schedule, but he had 

violated this basic code# The Honorable Josephus Daniels, 

former Secretary of the Navy, speaking of service officers put 

it this way: 

While we know that they are not free from human 
fallings they are freer than most men in other pro¬ 
fessions from greed and graft, and are probably the 
most truthful and frank of any of the professions.(38) 

* 

Most of the accounts of the Meyers' incident treated it simply 

as a sensational news story. Newsweek presented its account 

with much pathos*(39) The paragraph headings practically tell 

the story for Newsweek: General Iflss-and Tell; Love for Money; 

Money for Love; Two-Star 'Snake'* The two page account of 

General Meyers' manipulations of Air Force procurements con¬ 

tracts so as to divert them to the Aviation Electric Corp* of 

Dayton of which he, allegedly, was owner, was illustrated with 

pictures of Meyers' wife, and of "wounded vets" among the 

spectators* As to the "wounded vets", "* ...some wore empty 

sleeves Oi* pinned-up trouser lets* ïhaiÿ caneq And crutches 
i ' X 

lay beside tbeir chairs...*..The faces of a few of the young 

GX's were marked with the scars of plastic surgery.... 

Another trial of the General had been reflected in the shocked 

eyes of the 25 wounded veterans." 

(38) Quoted In the editorial. Army and Navy Journal* LXXXV:13: 
Whole 3403 (Nov. 29, 1947), Aaahlngton, D.C., 334, It2. 

(39) Newsweek,XXXJ29 (December!, 1947) 24-25, 
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Scandal» with pathos» makes Interesting reading. As Is 

generally the case» however, a small minority, in pointing out 

the misconduct of one military leader attached the stigma of 

his malfeasance to all services through a blanket indictment of 

"the brass", A typical editorial, from the Charleston, W, Va.» 

Gazette (23 November, 1947} felt that the ignoring of Drew 

Pearson* s published tip" <10425 that the General’s accounts were 
» i 

not in order 

seemed to b® part of an all-toi*familar pattern» The formula 
seems to be that Big Braçs in the * armed services Will go to 
almost any length# t6 protect fellowmemberw of Big Brass. 
It expressed itself in the hushing-up of the Pearl Harbor 
scandal in which it was perfectly plain that Big Brass of 
the Army and Navy refused tp'cooperate with each other and 
subjected us to a paralysing military disaster* It expressed 
Itself in the whitewashingsof practically every officer who 
has been called to face a court martial, in contrast to the 
severe sentences generally meted out to enlisted men. To 
put it bluntly, the officers’ caste of the armed services has 
showed Itself to be contemptous of public opinion when it 
comes to the question of shielding or even whitewashing fellow 
officers.....The memory of official whitewashings and other 
high-handed actions, completely In contempt of public opinion, 
will remain long after a cheap chiseler like Meyers will have 
been brought to account.(40) 

It has been noted that a distinguishing difference between 

the"military mind" and the "civilian mind" lies in the objective 

or subjective consideration of warfare itself—objective on the 

part of the "military mind’’ and subjective on the part of the 

"civilian mind", That distinction ceases to exist, however, in 

the consideration of public sentiment toward the military estab¬ 

lishment; Indeed, It is almost reversed. The military establish¬ 

ments are noticably sensitive to adverse criticism, so much so 

(40) e T ” '__p Evaluation Memorandum (/-137), op.clt., 6* 
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that Miss Jean Wilcox, editor with the Prentice-Hall Publishing 

Co. and a reserve officer in the TJaS. Navy, noted the tendency 

of public relations personnel of the Navy Department "to be 
i 

rather ticklish toward the subject of adverse criticism of the 

Navy**1 Miss Wilcox continued, "let some leg-pulling writer make 

a sassy remark in the press about red tape or gold braid or 

screwy liberty policies of the service, and what happens? The 

loyal men (and women) of the Navy are mobilised to destroy this 

unfortunate character, and the editor who makes it possible for 

him to appear in print." 

Kiss Wilcox concluded that the same publicity policies that 

make for success in other fields, is also good policy for the 

Navy* Give the people the facts* Even though the talk is not 

100% praise, the discussion stimulated will make the people Navy 

conscious. If a few gripes slip In, so much the better: the 

Navy la humanised in the Blind of the public. (41) 

The Military Establishment has not in the past subscribed 

to such a theory. Following the style of the old Cicero vs. 

Catiline orations in the Roman Senate ("1 will not tell you how 

Catiline conspired to overthrow the Senate"), the Army and Navy 

plead inability, because- of regulations, (or^ customs, to give the 

logical explanation (which is then given) of the adverse criticism* 

Not all Of, the publicity give» fee military establishment is 
\ ' * * f b * 

unfavorable; the greater part is favorable. The unfavorable part 

is* however, coneerved primarily with those elements most necessary 

(41) Jean Wilcox, "Thé Vinegar fill", PUb Informer, Publication 
of the Office of Public Relations’,” Navy Department, Washington, 
D.C., March 1949, 2. 
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to the efficiency and success of any organisation, faith in the 

leadership, and faith in the effectiveness of the organization* 

Where the criticism is of such a nature as to unjustifiably 

destroy this faith, it has gone beyond "humanizing1* benefit and 

becomes destructively dangerous. Continuing with Kiss Wilcox,*s 

analogy, *the sincere but slightly erratic Mr* 0*Flaherty who 

comes home of an evening with a warm glow on and who has been 

referred to as a shade unconventional but a darn good guy," may 

be more effective as a person, but it is Mr, Smythe, "who is the 
4 

main pillar of the community and who has never had a disrespect¬ 

ful word spoken about him ani is just about the last word in 

stuffy perfectionism*, to whom one turns when the situation really 

becomes critical. 



Soldier*# Gripes 

Basically, the criticisms to which Miss Tiicox refers 

stem from one primary source, soldierfs gripes. The soldier’s 

right to complain is traditional in the service, and Within 

the service Is understood by the officers and enlisted men a- 

like. The gripes, themselves, are often nothing more than 

conversational bon mots, They are likely to take any form from 

"Do you know what one little moron said to the other little 

moron?",to a narrative description of unpleasantness appropriated 

to oneself. For example, the new recruit is endoctrinated In 

proper post behavior, nlf It moves* salute it? If it doesn’t 

move, pick It up; if it is to big to pick up, paint It." 

Soldier’s gripes are frequently set to music. They are 

sung to satisfy the soldier’s desire for music. The actual words 

have lost their meaning* And yet an examination of the songs 

that soldiers and sailors sing, without such understanding, is 

likely to be damning. The South Pacific ïïymnal(42? certainly 

has contributed to the poor service reputation in ï/orld "lar II 

of General of the Army Douglas KaeArthur, If it did not inspire 
I 

it, with a few well chosen verses of "Bless them All”: i 

{42) The writer has a mimeographed copy acquired+while serving 
with Patrol Bombing Squadron 116 on Iwo Jims in 1945, 
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They asked for MacArthur to come, to Tulagi, 
But General MacArthur said 'Ko*. 
He gave as the reason, ’This Isn't the season. 
And besides you have no USO,1 

CHORHS: 

Bless them all, bless them all, 
The long and the short and the tall. 
Blesa all the admirals in CozsSoPac, 
They don’t give a damn If we never get back, 
So we are saying goodbye to them all. 
As back to our foxholes we crawl, 
There’ll be no promotions this side of the ocean, 
So cheer up my boys bless them all, 

A cursory examination of the South Pacific Hymnal is sufficient 

to indicate to the unprejudiced mind that the words are mean- 

lngless. "Bless Them All” Is followed by "Believe Me, If All 

Those Endearing Young Charms", The whole eighteen pages, print¬ 

ed no one knows where and distributed no one knows when, is 

simply a collection of famllar or easily learned songs, some 

ribald, some obscene, and some spiritual. 

Just as the individual of limited vocabulary is given to 

profanity in order that he may be heard, so are soldiers and 

sailors given to complaints* The reader of any service news¬ 

paper or magazine is familar with the nature of those complaints. 

They are subjective outbursts Against something»*-enything. "Mail 
^ ^ » 1 

Call," the lei tabs-to-the editor column of the Stars and Stripes, 

Germany Edition, prints the "Irate Medics" protest against 

reveille: 
I 

We would like to know what this army is coming to when an 
outfit crosses the Bhlne and has to stand reveille at 6:45 
each morning......We think it’s * chicken’,(43) 

(45) The Stars and Stripes, Germany Edition, Hessen, April 28, 1945, 
sTT. ' 
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^ .The "Ex-Males" protest* 

Speaking of chicken* wait till you hear this.*,» The 
Colonel didn’t want his £1yquae area perforated with fox¬ 
holes for safety, so h.© gave the order to his rear-echelon 

1 lieutenants to have all foxholes filled. We would like 
to know if we could have the privilege of making ourselves 
safe, or do they want Us to shine our shoes and put on 
ties so we can show off in front of these Jerry women 
which we are not permitted to see.,..(44) 

The paradox of the last letter is obvious. If the Colonel’s 

regiment If so far removed from the fighting front that the 

derisive "rear-echelon lieutenants" applies, the "foxholes for 
I 

safety" are no longer needed, perhaps the "Ex-Males" are 

charged with the shoveling In connection with filling them up. 

Other-protests centered on the non-fraternisation han imposed 

by the .Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Forces. A 

single line letter, "are WACS permitted to fraternize with 

German men?" appearing in the August 7, 1945, letters-to-the- 

editor column, "Th© Ê-Bag", of the Stars and Stripes, Germany 

Edition produced a violent response. Samples* (45) 

...«.To those women in service who purposely show or are 
’browbeaten’ into showing discrimination between certain 
grades.,.whose presence seems to be mainly designed for 
a ^surplus pool’ for servicing officer’s parties...I 
say* ’The European women have more to Offer us than you 
seem to wish to.,.,’ signed Pvt* W. T, 

In England it was the brass you wanted - not the 
E. M. .... Sure,II and half my outfit have girls now. 
So go ahead and take their fathers out. We don’t care., 
And remember - no one is to blame for all this but 
yourselves, signed PfC. 

(44) The Stars and Stripes, So* Germany edition* Nuernberg, 
Km; 'TSI57""2*’5’. The“wor37 '"chicken"'!^ reference 
to the alleged arbitrary use of rank to impose minor 
restrictions and inconveniences upon subordinates. The 
word in oral usage is "chicken-shit", and refers to 
the spread-eagle rank device of Colonels and Captains 
of the Navy, often called "chickens". 

(45) Stars and Stripes, Germany Edition, August 16, 1945, 2:1* 
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Gripes after World War II were centered upon the primary 

complaints, rear-echelon troops, the fraternization ban, and 

the demobilization procedure, As to demobilization, "Small 

/■Fry" writess 

We realize that a national emergency necessitated 
our services In the fight against our enemies - regard¬ 
less of our status as high school students. But we are 
the youths who are destined to build future America,.,. 
We definitely should be considered in the point system* 
(46) 

And then, there Is the strictly mercenary approach? 

, Now days all we read about is how much the business 
men are going to do for us upon returning home..,. You 
know that every SI will want a new ear when he returns 
to civilian life. Let the manufacturer’s plant sell 
cars to vets at cost price, signed Pvt. H. E. Carman. 
(47) 

The demoralization and lowered morale to he found In the 

military establishment in 1945 was not a peculiarity of World 

Way II. Dixon Weoter in his exhaustive treatment of the 

problems of the veteran in American society reports the tenor 

of the times in France after the Armistice in 1918. (49) As 

in World War II# the greatest resentment was against demobil¬ 

ization slowness. Freneh barracks walls in 1919 bore the 

scrawl, "Lafayette, we are still here," There were some actual 
*■ 

cracks appearing in morale structure of the army, despite 

Pershing’s warnings e|'ainst relaxation, in discipline, conduct, 

appearance and soldierly ways. These cracks were reflected in 
' BT r * ; t y 

<46} Stars and Stripe1?, So, Geri Edition, tfey 11* i94$» 
47 IbT^T'Æy TiTTotergig: * *—^ T 

(48) Dixon Weoter, When Johnny Comes Marching Home, Cambridge, 
1944, 273-382, 



desertions and court-mnrtiais. Fifty-one new U. P» companies 

were organized within three weeks of the Armistice and kept 

busy {49)* The Doughboy, however, tried to stick it out. He 

expressed his dissatisfaction with the state in which he 

found himself, characteristically, by breaking into verse and 

songî 

We drove the Faiser from the throne, 
We drove the Boche beyond the Rhine — 
Layfayette, we've paid our debt. 
For Christ’s sake send us home, (50) 

Darling, I am coming back, * J * 
Silver threads among the'black; 
How that peace is drawing near 
I’ll be home in seven years * 
When the next war comes aroünd 
In the front ranks, I’ll be found. 
I’ll rush into war pell-mell, 
Yes, I will - like hell, like hell, (51) 

The words themselves were undoubtedly meaningless, except 

as they reflected the spirit of discontent existing within 

the army. Those lines stem from the same ironic sense of humor 

that impelled the Aircrewman of the Navy’s Patrol Dombers to 

play down the dangers of World War II as he sang to the tune 

of ffAIn’t "onna Grieve "y Lord No F^ore*; 

Well you can’t get to Heaven 
In a FBY, 
’Cause the 3— D-— thing 
Won' t fly th*t high. 

The military leader can often ascertain the spirit of his 

company by a frank evaluation of the songs that they sing, and 

(49) Ibid., 273 
(50) Ibid. 
(51) Ibid., 274 
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the Jokes they make. The Initial appearance of "They sent for 

MacArthur to come to Tul&gi* Is not so significant as is the 

number of revisions that have appeared. Soldier1s songs are 

by no means permanent in form; they appear and disappear* and 

then reappear with different lyrics reflecting a changed sit¬ 

uation. Discontent with leadership is indicated by the Constant 

reappearance of that leader In the changed lyries. By and 

large# the comment of General Serrigny is pertinent to all 

military organizations: 

The crisis of discontent always starts among those who 
do not fight. Marmot in his ‘Spirit of Military Insti¬ 
tutions» says that flight originates with soldiers in 
the rear ranks of the phlanx. The same was true in 
World War It military clerks and kindred functionaries 
were usually the first to abandon their posts. (52) 

I 

Military leadership is familar with soldier gripes, and 

soldier songs which are recognized for what they are and for 

what they mean. Unquestionably# there are good leaders and 

poor leaders# and their success or failure depends upon the 

facility with which they use all of their professional 

kriowledge# including the knowledge of leadership* 

The real danger associated with soldier gripes lies In 

their repetition by those who do not understand the nature of 

the stories they hear# or who purposely pervert them in re¬ 

telling. Pew articles have so shaken publio confidence in 

the Wavy as Lewis R. UonarrOefa wBUttaring the Ravy Brass" 

(52) General Serigny# Reflexions aur last de la guerre# Paris# 
1921# 42-46, quoted Golovlne. The Russian Army in 
the World War# -Hew Haven! 1931# 225* * 
* ‘ —:—, i * * # 
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which appeared, in Collier* a Magazine. Mr* Conarroe, who is 

introduced to the reader as *an ex-Kavy officer (reserve)*, 

has compiled many of the service gripes* and relates them 

as personal experiences at a party of the TT# S* 3# reversal!. 

ill officers who entered the service from the 1J. S. Naval 

Academy are presented as servile and obsequious» mentally 

incompetent, physically unfit, spiritually bankrupt, and 

totally without evidence of breeding. Quotes: (53} 

Turmoil rages In the captain's cabin. Bis Marine 
orderly, he claims, has mislaid his pet eorset, The 
corset is a superb one, made for him by Madame Tougas 
while he was at the Naval -?ar College at Newport* With 
It ho cuts a fine military figure, ‘ Without it, as now- 
standing in his caMn just as nature made him, bulbous 
and proof positive that Navy life in the captains bracket 
Is broadening - he cuts a sorry figure* 

'Enough liquor here,* remarks the Admiral later, amid a 
roar of laughter loudly led by his chief of staff, *to 
float the Neversall.* 

*..Apart from the others stands a woman all by herself. 
She is the Mrs. of a mustang, an enlisted man with the 
crust to accept a commission, and every Navy woman there 
knows that mustangs marry morons* '* 

, 'i 
The orchestra...brushes np on a corny Arrangement of 
Anchors Aweigh written by the exec in his plebe year. 

Everywhere wives are pulling, their husbands’ rank on the 
mates of Jimior officers* .fly this timé the room Is. J 
crowded and all of the chairs are occupied; An Anna-* 
polis wife, lieutenant senior grade by marriage, sails 
up to where Mrs. Reserve Ensign is seated and thanks 
her to move onj the ohalrs are fop seniors. 4 

* ' k ' 

Nor is the spirit of old Annapolis absent here today.... 
Whenever they drink a toast to old Bancroft Hall, which is 
oftener, as the party goes on, their glasses seem not 
to click, but dliquel 

(53) lewis H» Conarroe, ^Buttering the Navy Brass, Collier*ft 
Magasine, 110:2K (June £1» 1947), 24*^26 
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Tou can tell pretty well what percentage of those la the 
flag draped hall are Annapolis grads* not only by their 
mammouth class rings# but also by counting the ribbons 
they wear* If he wears the Navy Cross# the chances are 
about ten to on© that ha la one of the God-men Regulars 
(called outside the Trade School the God-something-else 
Regulars)j If he has the legion of Merit, the ratio is 
nearer forty to one.*#*.Consider that military fellow 
who hangs around the punch bowl*• *who wears the Legion 
of Merit.,.with the following citation: 'He organised 
many unusual and appetising recipes for the utilization 
fit leftover scraps.' 
Prexy la the lieutenant commander now tryihg to look 
sufficiently seductive to the Nave with taut lapels. 
Ee has done a masterful job as headmaster of a finishing 
school# a kind of little Annapolis, set up recently in 
the Navy yard..,..He considers politeness exclusively 
the property of the officer caste. 

Mr. Conarroe's article, attempting as it does to destroy 

. public confidence in Naval leadership, is damaging because it 

is presented to the uninformed public as the observations of 

a naval officer, and thus an Imputation of accuracy is conveyed, 
» 

It does not indicate that the incidents that are presented as 

4frequent occurances are actually unknown# except as "sea stories* 

i ^ 
to thé vast majority"of navaij. officers* $Tor does it reflect, in 

its treatment of officers that, 

According to a Navy Department announcement of Kay 
17 (1948)> more than forty-six percent of the Regular 
Navy officers now on active duty have had prevleus 
enlisted service. In recent tabulations, 13,915 of the 
Regular officers have been enlisted men, out of a total _ 
of 33, 737 USN active duty officers.,.. (54) 

Public opinion Is built, st~>ne by stone, as the Lewis 

Çonnarnoea and the Robert Ruarks report the military news to 

the country. According to Life magazine, Robert Ruark "has 

become a $40,000 dollar ft year newspaper reporter by "hating 

(54) "Bulletin Board of Naval Interest", Our NavT.XLIItg 
(Kid-June 1948), 37. 
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things or saying ha hates them", 

. Last summer Huark made banner headlines for his 
papers when he took a swing at stiff-necked old Lieut* 
General C. H, fCourt House®} Lee, Mediterranean Theatre 
commander, and accused him of living in luxury while 
keeping his GIs in virtual slavery. The War Department 
launched an investigation which last fortnight officially 
cleared Lee of most of Huark*s charges* But Ruark 
characteristically credited himself with a technical 
knockout anyway when Lee, who had requested retirement 
long before the Ruark articles appeared, received his 
orders to return to the United States. {55} 

Ruark deftly summed up his professional philosophy at a)'out 

the time that he first started his syndicated newspaper column. 

"X had a darn good Idea of what X was going to do. It was 

pretty cold-blooded. I looked around for the biggest rock to 

throw." (56) Apparently Ruark was not to concerned about who 

would be hurt as long as he attracted a desired reader interest. 

His articles were based upon "a few facts, half-facts, rumors, 

and untruths which he accepted as facts." {57} Ruark spent 

one day and two nights In the Leghorn area, a similar period 

of time in the Trieste area, and a few days in Rome. The 

Inspector General of the Array, FaJ, Gen* Ira T, Wyche, who 

exhaustively investigated Ruark*s charges, submitted his 

findings to the Secretary of War, via General Eisenhow«nvho 

was then Chief of Staff, U. S, Army* The report was released 

to the public. The findings were: 

That Hr. Ruark*s articles criticising General Lee 
and Ms administration were based upon very meagre in¬ 
formation gained by talking to a very few members of the 
command and by a most casual personal observation of 

% 

(55) "Ruark*s Pet Hates Pay Off lr* Rrint", Lifo. 23îf0cfcober 
20, 1947), 137-140. f 

(56) Ibid. 
(57) Army and WaVy Journal. LXXXVî5: Whole 3305 (October' 4, 

I947}, lilsl. ” ' ' 1 , 
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condition», and do not present the true picture of the 
general conditions In the Mediterranean Theatre of 
Operations. 

The enlisted men have not been subjected to mass 
* Intimidation’» to 'frightful misuse of privlledges of 
rank*, to 1 brutal, humiliating or degrading treatment*, 
or to ’outrageous violations of personal integrity of 
the rights of individuals', nor has there been any 
'flagrant misuse of governnent property or wastage oi 
government funds’. (53) 

As to IE*. Ruark»s allegation, in substance, that the Army 

wife because of her selfish and la*y habits, was partially 

responsible for the rift between the officers and enlisted 

men, the inspector General had this to says 

Actually there are between 1000 and 1500 Army wives In 
Italy today. Also there are approximately as many 
enlisted men*s wives as there are officers’, but It is 
extremely doubtful If the author of the allegations 
exchanged words or came in contaôt with more than one- 
half dosen Army wives during his entire stay la Italy. 
Therefore, his broad condemnation of the habits, morals, 
and character of the Army wife, can at best be based upon 
questionable second hand Information and malicious gossip. 
The Army wife is little different from atty other wives, 
in that she wants to be with her husband. If he is 
stationed at the frontier or in the jungle, she still 
wants to be with him if permitted. If he is assigned a 
meagre or modest set of quarters with no domestic help 
available, she keeps those quarters clean, does the 
cooking and washes his clothes. If he is fortunate 
enough to be assigned a large set of quarters In a foreign 
country where native labor is abundant and cheap, the 
Army wife takes advantage of that fact and enjoys this 
temporary luxury, particularly servants, to the maximum. 
It Is difficult to believe that this Is in any way repre¬ 
hensible, and still more difficult to believe that the 
Army wife constitutes any reasonable cause for a rift 
between officers and enlisted men. (59) 

The investigation by Maj. Gen. Wyche was a through, pains¬ 

taking effort to seek out the truth - it was no "whitewash". 

(53) Ibid. 
(59) TETcf.. 15113 

» 
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Th® truth was gotten, and it is plainly evident that Vr. 

Buark was simply "throwing another rock". H® failed to weigh 

the complaints that he had deliberately or inadvertantly 

picked up from the malcontents which are present in any organ- 
- » * * 

i ^ 
iaation, military or otherwise. Ih so doibg, he ignored the 

moat basic principle of competent reporting » ah objective 

appraisal of the aotual Jpfîtuatjob, He attempted^to make the 

facta fit a story that he wanted to write, and in his quest 

for sensationalism, brought temporary discredit upon those 

officer* and men and their lives whd Were efficiently, honestly, 

and loyally discharging their occupation duties. Upon the 

release of the Inspector General’a report# Mr. Ruark agreed 

to abandon his campaign against General Lee, but the distrust 

of Army leaders which he had aroused, and the apprehension 

over the treatment of young soldiers which he created can 

never be undone. The "ïï. S. ftally Press Views* section of 

the Army and Navy Journal, w^ich contain* 13 editorial 

excerps related to this issue, some of which are quoted 

below, indicate* that most of the newspapers which commented 

felt as did the editor of the Washington Post: (60) 

As we see it, the principle defect in the Investigation 
was that it was carried out by too much ,brasst. 

The 1*1 ami Herald thought: 

It follows the usual routine in military matters to 
refrain from censuring *the brass* when at all possible# 

The New York Herald Tribune and the Portland Press Herald 

(60) Army and Navy Journal, LXXXV:6:Whole 3396 (October 11, 
1947), 134. 
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took a kinder vie» of the Inspector Generales report: 

The cause cplebre involving Lt. Gen. John C. 1, Lee appears 
to he ending in a manner throughly unsatisfactory T$>r 
all concerned. <* ' * 
^ * r 

If it were not that General Eisenhower has written a 
memorandum approving Inspector General Wyche's clear 
bill of health given* General Lee,, one would be inclined 
to think that it Is ft whitewash. 

Only the Providence Bulletin apparently recognised the true 

nature of the damage done the military establishment by Hr. 

Buark's articles. Their plea for the acceptance of General 
* 

Wyche’s report in good faith, and as a representation of the 

situation actually existing contained the admonition: 

To the many disgruntled ex»3I’a who may be Inclined to 
discount the Inspector General's findings, we would point 
out that supporting testimony is provided by other news» 
papermen at least as competent and a good deal more 
temperate than Hr. Buark. 
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THE “OFFICER CASTS" 

There le rather closely associated In the public mind 

with military discipline, a rather sinister situation which is 

keynoted by the term "officer caste"* "Brass", the term often 

used when referring to officers, Is another expression referring 

to th® same basle situation. Admittedly, a military organisa- 

tion "differs from' a non-millHry organizations primarily in Its 
*■ i 

approach to It objective* In military service, In order to 
. * 

achieve a necessary enduit te a me times necessary to subor¬ 

dinate democratic principles to military exigencies; In civil¬ 

ian service, the situation seldom becomes so grave that such 

a sacrifice is necessary* Eut democracy is not the antithesis 

of military discipline. The antithesis of military discipline 

is panic. In a military organization where the loss of life 

Is the direct and foreseeable consequence of vacillation and 

indecision, authority, centered In one man, becomes necessary. 

There are individuals in any organization who"become restive 

under the restraint imposed by any authority. Many a parental 

heartbreak is the result of adolescent rebellion, and the reform 

schools are filled with youngsters who have rebelled against 

the restraint of society. There is, however, no general de¬ 

nunciation of parents whose children rebel, nor is there of 
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the public servants who are responsibly for the enforcement 

If if 
of the authority of society* The "caste system" Is associated 

only with the social situation In India, and with the military 

services » 

There are, of course, class distinctions la the military 

services* The first three pay grades have more privileges 

than the other four# The Warrant Officer has a few more, and 

the Commissioned Officer even more. The other side of that 

coin, privilege. Is responsibility, and the same scale applies. 

Generally speaking, rank is the measure ef ^responsibility, 

authority is the means of executing responsibility, and pri* 

vilege is the reward for assuming authority. There Is 

nothing undemocratic or discriminatory or un-American about 

it* There is nothing to keep the newest private from aspiring 

to and achieving general rank. The career of General Walter 

Krueger, Commander of the Sixth Army in World War ÏI, whp made 

such a rise. Is not unusual* There is nothing un-American 

about an incentive system, which creates a better way of life 

a little higher up to which those individuals who qualify by 

fitness, ambition, and diligent application may climb. That 

is called success, and it Î# the same whether In American 

Telephone and Telegraph or in the United States Army* As to 

the social distinctions between Commissioned Officers and the 

Enlisted Een in the Armed Forces, that, too, has its parallel 

in clllllan life. The president of American Telephone and 
* 

Telegraph does not move in the same social stratum as his 
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janitor, yet no one worried about American Telephone and 

Telegraph Company maintaining a “caste system", particularly 

the janitor. 

In the Arpied Forces, It la different. Agnea T. Hirshinger 

has this to say: 

For two years, I was an enlisted woman in the Karine 
Corps and Z am proud of it. But since my discharge I 
have learned via the newspapers, the radio, and the 
opiniona of various authors that I have no right to be 
proud * that on the contrary, for two years I was the 
downtrodden, undernrivileged victim of an undemocratic 

w military system. From what I have heard and read I have 
gathered that I, being a veteran of the last war, came 
out of the service filled with class consciousness and 
resentment: that my Individuality was stifled and my 
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness 
contravened.••.Now that the war has been won, it has 
become fashionable to imply that victory came in spite 
of the services. (61) 

- „ . r 

The “officer caste" is*freqn#ft^y the occasion of soldier 

gripes * """Those gripes Zojlow the same pattern of all other 

service gripes *ih that they are svb jèctJTVe protests against' 

a personally irritating rendition. Frequently, the protests 

are actually against the jre<^ tape thatr prevents the Soldier 
i t 

from doing whatever it is that he wants to do, but usually 

the Ire is vented upon that unlucky Individual whose duty 

it is to administer the details of the red tape, and thus the 

situation is personified. Nor is the vinification of the 

"officer caste" peculiar to forld War II* After Torld tar I, 

the brass-hats were mocked, damned, and charged with every 

shortcoming from cowardice to sexual impotence, in barracks 

(61) Agnes T* Hirshinger, "The Case Against the Critics", 
The Marine Corps jasette, July 1948, 34. 
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room ballads of the A. E. ?.. The posting of cafes and 

restaurants for rt0ffleers Only” la both wars oecasloned 

considerable resentment» A few months before World War IX 

ended, one enlisted main wrote in his diary* "A city for 

officers only now» Every place that an enlisted man wants 

to go In, there was a sign up for Officers Only. X hope 

the next war will be for officers only.* 162) In World 

War II, the cartoonist Rill Mauldin probably did as much 

as anyone else to propagate and propagandise the rift between 

the enlisted man and his officers with his cartoons which 

were carried in the various service magazines and newspapers* 

Whether consciously or unconsciously, Mauldin hit upon s 

theme that appealed to the enlisted man, and he became their 

pictorial spokesman. The average GI Identified himself with 

Willie and Jibs, Mauldin's cartoons were widely circulated, 

and they posessed the added advantage that they were funny, 

and yet, the cartoon identified by footnote 63 does more 

to fix In the uninformed mind the suggestion that privileges 

enjoyed by the latter group are the only distinction between 

the enlisted men and the officers. The first concern of the 

outstanding officer la the welfare Of his men, but the pater¬ 

nalistic spirit does not extend as far as Mr» Mauldin indicates. 

The salute is another focal point upon which the attention 

of the critics Is centered. The greatest sentiment against 

the salute comes, apparently, during the period of demobilization 

(62) Weoter, op. clt«. 276. 
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immediately after the war le over# In 1945, T/Sgt* E. K. 

writes, "The salute when off of the post has no place In an 

American army,.* the pelute must go." (64) In 1919, the 

value and nature of the salute was debated at length In the 

service newspapers. A favorite topic was* "Should a dutiful 

private salute an officer whose spurred boots he sees below 

the barpler of a comfort station of the Paris boulevard." (65) 

Army custom precludes the rendering of salutes "when obviously 

( inappropriate, as when the individuals are carrying bundles, 

etc." The officer might be carrying a package. To the neo¬ 

phyte soldier, the salute, instead of being a recognition pn 

the part of the saluted and the salutee of their mutual 

status in a military organisation, often becomes a symbol of 

subservience, and forced acknowledgement of inferiority on 

the part of the salutee* The point that Is usually over¬ 

looked when this feeling prevails is that the obligation 
L 

to salute la mutual} the aalute must be returned, tîenerai 

Leonard Wood recalls the incident of the young soldier coming 

along the road with a young lady* As the general's automobile 

approached, the soldier bent over, ostensibly to tie his 

shoe lace* The general atopped, called the soldier aside and 

questioned him "in a friendly manner" as to why he did not 

salute, sinces he admittedly had seen Wood approaching. The 

soldier had pp answer, and the general finally continued, 

(64) Stars and Stripes, Pacific Edition, September 8, 1945* 
- (65) Seotiër: bpT cil., 277; «  * » , ^ , ft 
1 * * i j * 
t * 
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Now I know how you felt, You were with this young 
woman and you fait embarrassed a hit, ao you thought 
you’d avoid saluting by busying yourself with your 
shoelaces. That was a miataka. You should have said 
to the young lady: ’Thera cornea the old man himself, 
now watch me make him salute.’ {66) 

There is nothing Inherently undemocratic in the salute, 

whether it ia rendered In the Army, in the Boy Scouts, or in 

ordinary social Intercourse. 

(66) Holme, op. clt., 163. 



Wine andl Women 

The soldier problem is always with us. Just what the 

"soldier problem” is has never been aeouratelÿ determined, but 

in the publie mind, it has to do with the uprooted serviceman's 

proclivity to wining and wenching. The serviceman is a par¬ 

ticularly appropriate target because he is as impersonal as 

sin itself. The reformer can fulminate at length against 

drunkeness in the Army or drunkeness amongst the Ubangi? 

to the audience the parallel is quite clear, drunkeness 

is a deplorable state. The damage from the incidental insin¬ 

uation is overlooked. Thus one minister, who privately is a 

friend of the military services, thunders from his pulpit* 

We probably will never know Just what happened at Pearl 
Harbor, but X give you my word that Commander V 
A , who sat on a court martial and heard the' whole " 
sorry mess, told me that there was not an officer above 
the rank of Ensign who wag not drunk under the table on 
the night of December 6, (67) 

The grief and despair of the Cold Star Mothers of World War XI 

was increased as they read in the Board of Temperance of the 

Methodist church Cllpsheet, the Insinuation that Admiral 

Halaey was druhk during,the Battle foy Leyte, and that as 
r » k k ’ 

{67) Burton Coffman, Central Church of Christ,'Houston, Texas, 
evening service, February 20, 194$. In Justice to Mr, 
Coffman, he publically apologised to the assembled 
congregation the follow)^ Sunday for his unconsidered 
and"obviously untrue” repetition of malicious hearsay* 
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a consequents** their sons died needlessly. (60) 

The individuals of the services are to a considerable 

extent responsible for their reputation as the repository of 

all vices* Frederick Wakeman*$ Shore Leave presented three 

Naval officers to the public as the principle actors In a 

wining and wenching pur ortedly peal life drama. They were 

cut from the same swashbuckling cloth tlat press tradition 

demands of all military heroes. “Bull" Halsey, "with 

flailing eyebrows" and every other word ft blasphemy, la much 

more picturesque figure than plain Admiral William Halsey* 

Unfortunately, however, not all soldiers and sailors can be 

heroes, and the would-be swashbuckler often winds up in the 

brig charged with noisy and disorderly conduct. 

Navy life is an uninhibiting life* The new recruit, 

coming as he does from a rural or small-town society (69), 

feels the new freedom incident to hie life in the service. 
1 f 

He leaves the privacy and individualism of his home and home 

community to become "the oog In a machin®* Bis individual .. „ 
i V * I .j 

identity is lost M the organization. He often feels* fcherè- 
V * 

fore, that he it na longer individually responsible for his 

actions. He spends Ms seek aboftrdj ship, and 1» relatively 
1 t * 1 

(63) Army ani r«vy Journal, LXTXV: 5:*Vhole 3395 (Qetober4f 1947), 
123 « 

(69) A tabulation of the place of enlistment of all recruits ih 
the Navy during the period 1 Jan# to 30 Sept. 1917 indicates 
that the great majority of them were from non-coastal 
areas. West Texas led with 3923 recruits. Statistics are 
given in “The Social Status of the Sailor ."Social Hy*ene. 
LY, (1918), 161. 
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content (after all, where would one find sixty finer room¬ 

mates?)* When the ship makes port and the liberty party goes 

ashore, the recruit goes on liberty* Although to a few men, 

liberty and license are aynonomous, the majority of the sailors 

leave their ship, not intending to be dissolute, or Intending 

anything, except to get away* They just want something 

different. 

These men find their "something different", be It what it 

may, In the community In which they go ahore. For three members 

of a ship visiting a small unfrequented coastal town, the 

"something different" was syphillls, and the primary respon¬ 

sibility must be borne jointly by the individuals and the 

community. Anticipating the visit of the ship, entertainments 

were planned by the various civic groups, and the crew was 

encouraged by the Cd-nmahdirtg Offices* to attend* JWhen the 
i*.f If * P * # 1 < ^ 

respectable element bf the community discovered that the 

party was also attended by the local prostitutes, they de- 
L 

camped in haste and confusion", surrendering the field, their 

guests, and their community's reputation to the baser 

element. (70) 

In other places, the soldiez11 and the sailor find their 

novelty In drinkj Indeed, the public concept of those things 

contributing most to the serviceman's recreation are women 

and whiskey in that order. The sailor of eat-like promiscuity 

(70) Ibid,*176* 
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with a girl in «very port has become lagendary# In fact one 

line of the ballad, "Roll Your Leg, Over" goes something like 

this: 

If all the little girls were like little white kittens 
and I were a Tom, I wouldn't wear mittens. 

Many of the nation's Juke-boxes still carry the 1948 favorite, 

"Bell Bottom Trousers", which In Its original form had these 

lyrics* 

Once I was a lady's maid down in Drury's Lane* 
My mistress was kind to me, my master was the same. 
Along came a sailor happy as could be, 
And he was the cause of all my misery, 

i Singing Bell Bottom Trousers, Coat of Havy Blue, 
I He'll climb the rigging like his Daddy used to do. 

' He asked me for a pillow to lay beneath his head, 
He asked me for a candle to light his way to bed. 

( And I like a silly girl, thinking it no harm, 
' Climbed into the sailor's bed to keep the sailor warm. 

f 

"Bell Bottom Trousers* goes on Into interminable verses, and 

is ended (usually when the hpar runs out) with* 
i 

> The moral*of this story as you can plainly see 
Is never let a sailor an Inch above your knee." 

Aâ with "Bless Them Ali",hthé lyrics shppllëd for "Bell 

Bottom frousers* are meaningless insofar as* they indicate a 

licentious mind. (71) About the only connotation, actually, 
t- 

that can be attached to 'them la that the compiler did not know 

the actual words and therefore supplied his own* The public 

(71) See the editorial, "Plain Cussin'*, Stars and Stripes, 
May 16, 1919, 4t2, for soldier appreciation of "auch 
obscenities* "These words and phrases—which we consider 
as purely decorative and don't mean a thing thereby— 
have a habit of crawling Into the seams of our conver¬ 
sation, ...and folks don't understand that they are just 
ornaments." 
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is, however, inclined to accept the sailor at his own 

evaluation, particularly so if that evaluation tends to 

confira, a previous suspicion, and his indulgences, which were 

probably perfectly innocent, are in their mind associated 

with the uniform that he wears or with the memory that he has 

worn one. 

Drunkenness at any time and in any public place is conspi- 

cousj drunken^ss in uniform is doubly conspieious* Three sailors 

sailors who had imbibed too frequently of Cuban rum scaled the 

marble statue of Jese Siartl, Cuba*a national hero, and there 

performed certain acts not entirely complimentary to Cuba's 

national hero. In the Dominican Republic, three other 

drunken sailors felt the call of love, and were almost 

lynched by a mob of Dominicans for insulting one of the local 

belles. The national press of the United States carried the 

news in headlines, and the stigma of the six attached itself 

to the entire U. S. Fleet. It caused an editor to remark, 

"Sailors are a bunch of drunks." (72) 
e k 

There is at least unarjjmity ot recognition of that senti** 

ment between the civilian editor and his service counterpart, 

because we fin# a sailor, who ahould have been in uniform, 
* 4 », L ^ 

and who waS lrt civilian clothes, betraying by Instinc¬ 

tively saluting a Naval Offloar who boarded a street car. 
T » 

(72) The Globe (Arlz.) Democrat, Starch 12, 1949, 3îl* For 
an editorial based upon these Incident!, but defending 
the Navy from atismatism for the actions of the six, 
see "Ôur Naval Views and Comments," Our Navy, LXIIIt22 
(Mid-April, 1949), 3. 
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The eaUoi* explained beiag^oulp of uniform by saying,, H& decant 

fellow cannot go anywhere or be received by respectable 

people when he has on sailor clothes. « ».Everybody around here 
PI 

supposes that sailors are a lot of drunks." (73) 

Apparently the serviceman’s morals are everybody’s 

business» and World War I was characterized by a wholesale 

experiment to reform him. The prohibition drums beat nearer 

and nearer as the American divisions began embarkation for 

France; when they returned, they found the 18th Amendment an 

accomplished fact* In France* the Khaki press lampooned in 

print, cartoon, and song all of those who supported prohibition. 

Standing in a burning desert surrounded by camels, who were 

dying of thirst, Stars and Stripes pictured the Statue of 

Liberty holding in her right hand an inverted goblet, and in 

the other hand a sign; 

UNITED STATES 

BONE DRÎ 

Behind her skirts hid a puritanical-looking individual who 

was labeled "Prohibitionist", (74) 

Even in 1920, however, prohibition was not entirely 

successful,. Qeneral Pershing repeatedly warned the various 

communities against giving liquor to servicemen, calling 

attention to the fact that they were punishable by the 

military authorities while the civilian who gave it to him 

(and who was usually of the wealthier class of citizenry) 

(73) "The Social Status of the Sailor", o£, cit,. 
(74) Stars and Stripes, January 24, 1919, 413-5. 
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had nothing to fear from tbe local enforcement authorities* 
* 4 k ^ 

During both World Wars* another segment of the population 

was Introduced to drink as the young soldiers and sailors 

fro# the localities yetilning prohibition were transferred 
I * t ^ iif ^ 

into the communities where the sale of alcoholic beverage 

was permitted. Tn a certain extent» the Armed Forces ex- 
i ♦ * 

panded the taste for beer. In certain combat areas of the 

world where the water was somewhat less than palatable* the 

•soldiers depended upon their beer ration for body replacement 

liquid* as well as for thirst-quenoher. No attempt was made 

to disguise the fact that beer was provided for the soldiers; 

even so* the naivete of the *folkS back home" la quite remark- 

able. The editor of Stare end Stripes printed under the caption* 

"His Mother Kever Told Him* an excerpt from a letter received 

by a member of a bomber crew from his mother in Bethel* Kansas* 

She confesses, *1 read in the paper that you sent ua that when 

you bombed Rabaul, you threw out a. bunch of empty beer bottles 

to scare the Japanese* *»#Where did you get the empty bottlesî** 

(75) 

in World War I, as well* there was a tendency to general¬ 

ise individual misconduct as representative of the conduct 

of the entire A* E,F.* A woman war worker in France reported 

that "Our men did nothing in moderation**, (76) A Kich cartoon 

in the Hew York Times gave the French view of the American 

(75) Stars and Stripes* Pacifié Edition* August 5* 1943* 5t3. 
(76) wQur Bad ' Soys' "in Frâhce""*' 'ïvë# York Times,August 24, 1919* 

m, 7. 
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Doughboy with distended belly, fitting on a cognac keg, 

surrounded by empty bottles, and with another raised to his 

lipa, ’’sacrificing himself to decrease the stock of fancy 

drink." (77) The "Woman War Worker”, who incidentally reports 

that during her two year stay in Prance only one soldier 

"made a pass at her” (and perhaps there is an untold story 

there), offers her own solution to the problem of the soldier's 

newly acquired taste for alcohol. Prohibition, she felt, would 

make beverage alcohol unavailable, and ultimately the soldier 

would lose his taste. 

Whether or not the individual soldier did lose his taste 

for "the cup" during the prohibition era is indeterminable. 

There is the strong suspicion that he did not. In any event, 

the more articulate of the tipplers heartily damned national 

Prohibition as a breach of faith with the absentee soldier- 

citizen t 

And while he was over there buckin’ the line, 
They gypped him back home of his beer and wine* (78) 

Although the National Prohibition dates from the passage of the 

18th Amendment In January 191$, the returning serviceman was 
* 

unable to make his opposition felt, even though returned 

prior to the final enactment and ratification. The majority 

* qf tjiera Returned to find Jbpohi&itioi* a fait accompli. Final 



ratification was hastened by the soldier« wh , bent on a 
i 

final spree before Returning to civilian life» aroused by 

his Armistice day celebrations a certain anti-service pré¬ 

judice In many communities* "Hen in uniform were drunk on 

the streets and in the railroad stations, and one man in 

uniform was reported to be tending bar in saloon here*” 

reported the vice-chairman of the State Council of National 

Defense, Columbus, Ohio, to his Washington headquarters in 

December, 1918. (79) The newspapers in the vicinity of 

Norfolk, Virginia, noted the reopening of the feud between 

the sailors and the residents of Newport News, which, resulted 

in some property damage, primarily the breaking of glass, and 

which undoubtedly sowed the seeds of a tradition of prejudice 

and discrimination which persists in the Naval Service to 

this day* Many still believe that the community feeling 

for the Navy in the Norfolk-Newport News-Williamsburg area 

is expressed by the alleged lawn signs that appeared in this 

area, "DOIS AND SAILORS KEEP CPF THE CRASS** 

The "Woman War Worker* did not offer a solution to the 
t■ 

other problem creating taste acquired in the Army, nor Is it 

immediately apparent that the Army, rather than the increasing 

maturity of the individual, was responsible for the soldier** 

sexual impulses* True, there were solutions advanced* The 

Secretary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels, banned the,use of 

(79) Ibid, 
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package prophylaxis in the Navy. Ha felt that the wages of 

sin frerd, and should be# death, and that malefactors should 

not_be aided in circumventing that divine Judgement. The 

punishment envisaged by the Army for the contraction of 

venereal disease was more immediate and concrete. According 

to Bulletin 18, Hq., 3* 0* a soldier oontraoting a vener¬ 

eal disease was to be tried by court-martial where* and as 

soon as, the disease was detected. (SO) Those convicted were 

to be assigned to labor battalions and detained In France as 

long as needed. It goes without saying that the labor 

battalions were not composed entirely of convicts, but 

nevertheless, as the Army policy became known about the United 

States, those who knew a soldier who was still in France in 

1919, particularly if he was in a labor battalion raised a 

knowing eyebrow. Sgt. S. &, X», who was wounded late in the 

war by a German sniper and in April 1919 was in a hospital 

in France, received a letter from his sweetheart expressing 

sympathy for the sergeant "in his present condition" and 

wishing him well, but declining marriage with a prospective 

husband "who could not respect the girl h® had asked to be 

his wife.", (61) A volunteer to remain in France for service 

in a labor battalion received a letter with "a very plainly 

written note inside the envelope stating the reason she had 

(80) "Shop Talk of the A* E, F.," Stars and Stripes. May 9, 
19X9 4*2 

(81) "No Wedding Bells", Ibid., April 25, 1919, 4:5. 

J 
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not written sooner and bidding ne a fôud farewell»” (82) 

i Spoh messages were all £oo ^comtaon^in ^¥ance in the spring of 

* 1919,* and '.ptevokad editorial «brament froalttha Stars and stripes 

on such unjust suspicions, 
* 

The public*concern for the morals of its newly reôruited 

citisen array was quit» properly oriented* A weekly compila* 

tipn of venereal disease by the office of the Surgeon-General 

of the tj, S. Army indicated a minimum prevalence among the 

"professional soldiers” and a maximum prevalence among the 

National Guard, For the weok ending October 26, 1917* for 

example, the regulars had an incidence per thousand troops 

of sixty-three; the National "uârd had an incidence of 134, 

Kedical Inspector 3T» S, Taylor* USN, commenting On that and 

other similar determinations* concluded that the higher rate 

in the citlsen Army simply reflected the higher incidence 

existing in civilian life than in the service, which he 

calculated from the Infection of new recruits to be approxi¬ 

mately three to four times greater (S3) 

Another doctor of th« A, 3, F., Colonel George «talker, 

was less alarmed by'the venereal incidence, than by the 

discovery from French prostitutes that, "Americans had 

changed in love from what they were at first, and now made 

love much like the French” (however that is)* He feared 

(82) "Unjust Suspicions”* Ibid,» April, 1019, 4*2, 
(83) "The Social Status of the Sailor”, op, cit,, 175, 
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that thousand* of young soldiers might return to the United 

States importing "new and degenerate ideas8* t84) 

The discussion of soldiers and women might he continued 

indefinitely# but basically the problem is the same in all 

ages, and the same factors control, producing approximately 

the seme results. The analysis of the problem, particularly 

of the sex element moat ^ften takes as Its subject one of the 

military services, primarily because only they maintain 

comprehensive statistics which are available to the public* 

Besides# it is safer to point as an example to a large r 

Impersonal organisation, such as the Army, rather than to 

the individuals of a specific community* The problem of 

liquor and sex Is no greater in the Army than in any other 

organisation. 

t! < # 

(84) George Walker^ Mi H,, Y, U, in the A. g, F», Baltimore, 
1922, quoted Wccter, op«"clt. 332. 
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Doga and Sailors, Keep off the Grass 

A pendulum swings to and fro, steadily and inexorably* 

Publie opinion, too, has in the past swung like a pendulum* 

Its are| Insofar ai the military establishments of the United 

States are eoncerned has been predictable* During the critical 

days of a war or of national emergency they enjoy a lustre and 

prestige which apparently cannot be dimmed* These are the days 

of the USO,, and of the "Victory Girls"* Young men and old 

flock to the colors to "do their bit for the country"* With 

the coming of peaoe, however, the pendulum starts its down* 
„ <* ' a 

i erard. swing. -Characteristically, its rate* of descent is great- 
* * t * » •» v * ‘ . . *• I 

eat at the beginning of its downward awing. In the Army and the 

Wavy, top, prastlge diminishes most rapidly Immediately upon 
P 

cessation of hostilities, and builds most rapidly Just prior 

to commencement, primarily because of the numbers of people 

involved* Between the sharp decline and sharp rise, there is 

an area, relatively flat in intensity, encompassing a larger 

duration of time which describes the era betwaan demobilization 

from the last war and mobilization for the next. The pendulum 

swing of public opinion is a measure of the bias against the 

military establishment in the eras between wars* 

A tradition has been established in the United States 

that the professional soldier la destined to opprobrium and 
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suspicion. Th#re is some comfort in this martyr role for the 

soldiery it relieves the individual serviceman of the respon¬ 

sibility of making his profession respected in the eyes of the 

community. On the other hand, there is a little uneasiness on 

the part of the civilisa publicy professional soldiers make up 

a very small minority group# 

Apparently the soldier of the United States does not stand 

alone in his disrepute. Rudyard Kipling immortalized Tommy 

Atkins* disapproval of such public discrimination against the 

soldier who "went into a publie-’ouse to get o* pint o’ beer". 

Then it's Tommy this, an* Tommy that, 
an Tommy, *ow*s yer soul? 

But it’s ’Thin red line of Zeroes' when the 
drums begin to roll. (85) 

As one observes the prejudice directed against "Tommy 

Atkins", and against "SI Joe" it is easy to generalize 

"traditional Anglo-Saxon prejudice...", a phrase frequently 

found when the military establishments are discussed. Sup- 

posedly, that prejudice dates from Oliver Cromwell and his 

Commonwealth in England about the middle of the seventeenth 

century* Stern and Puritanical, Cromwell’s authority was 

absolute. The various municipalities were ruled by a Major- 

General who in turn was responsible to Cromwell, in this 

manner, Cromwell was able to vastly improve the efficiency 
i 

of municipal administration and to institute much-neieded 

reforms in the community morals — but at the expense of 
! 

their morale. With the restoration of the Stuarts tjo the 

(85) Rudyard Kipling, "Tommy", Departmental Ditties knd 
Barracks-Room Ballads, Rew Yorkj 1ÔÏ7, 146. 



English throne, Cromwell’s "government by Major-Generals" 

was discarded, but the tradition or autocracy emanating from 

it persists to this day. The quoted phrase "government by 

generals* which One frequently finds in today’s press has 

reference to this old tradition* (8S) 

'Anglo-Saxon prejudice to which is ascribed the feeling 

against the Army and $avy in the United States, Great Britain# 

and Canada, is not found in Australia* The cultural heritage 

of Australia Is almost wholly English, undiluted with the 

French traditions which are found in Canada, and the many 

continental European traditions which are found in the United 

Statesi therefore, such a tradition, if valid, should logically 

be stronger in Australia than in either of the other countries. 

The more logical explanation for the diverse traditions stemming 

from a common cultural background is to be found in the current 

1* fiilitafÿ policy of the .countries concerned. Australia, claim- 

ing EnglisV tradltipn*existing since Alfred the Great, bases 

military policy on universal military service. It was this 

Australian system, basically, which General Wood proposed as 
If 

a sound military policy for the United States in the decade 

of the first World War. 

The United States# claiming English tradition# undated, 

bases military policy upon a small, volunteer, professional 

army. Those who favor universal military service find current 

(86Ï See Ray Tucker, "Rational Whirligig", Houston Post, 
January 24# 1948# 4:5. for a discussion of "Growing 
uneasiness against ’government by generals’." ' 
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United States military policy undemocratic. They insist that 
if 

democracy envisages equal opportunity and equal obligation: 

that a military policy which does not recognise equal obliga¬ 

tion of all citizens Is not in fact democratic. During the 

period of complacency enjoyed by the United Statea from about 

1922 to the late 1950'*, as la usually true of the periods 

between wars, such argumente were either generally deprecated, 

or ignored entirely* During times of Impending peril, however, 

the nation awakes to Its responsibilities, and there Is wide 

discussion as to what changes should be made in the military 

establishments so as to achieve the ultimate in national se¬ 

curity. Because a policy has not been found upon which the 

various military elements can unite, the foundation upon which 

a sound military structure might have been built, has in the 

past been weakened. Thus we find the potential support for the 

World War X Chamberlaln-Kahn bill, which was concerned with 

the organization of the Army, split by dissent ion among the 

military elements. The National Guard Association of the 

United States sent to the Secretary of War, Baker, their 

telegraphic denunciation of the bill, which they felt des¬ 

troyed and stigmatized the citizen soldiery "that bore the 

brunt of the fighting as shock troops". They argued, with 

the pacifists, that such an army (peace Strength, 61Q000; 

war strength, 1,250,000; annual expense, $900,000,000} 

would create a "centralized military oligarchy with dangerous 
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potentialities for political abuse and the destruction 
1 f J 

of freedom"* IÔ7) This opposition as to the nature of the 

» military arm, coupled with the opposition to the existence 
„ r , 

4 . t \ fc * 1"’ ' 'v 

df an- army "and navy has in the past been sufficient to defeat 
* * f 

a revolutionized military policy* 

The opposition 'is most Succinctly expressed in the 

damnation* "military mind"* ■— that inexplicable terra that 

means all things to all men, A letter request to the 

Encyclopedia Britannica Library Research Service for a 

bibliographical Index and summary of those published Items 

relating to the bias against the military establishment between 

wars elicited a reply listing nine such articles appearing 

between February* 1946* and May, 1948, The tenor of all is the 

suspicion that military personnel, particularly ex-officers* 

must be carefully watched because they "may be tempted to 

apply the yardstick of physical power to their thinking®,(88) 

Along that line of reasoning, George B* Sokolsky in his syndi¬ 

cated column of January 20, 1948, speculating on cabinet possi¬ 

bilities in the event of the election of General Dwight D. 

Eisenhower as President of the United States writes? 

",..or he might have a cabinet of colonels - chain of 
command, you know. That would be the application of the 
Truman practice to its logical conclusion* Tie colonels 

* èeîrtrainly know how to co’pmandj'•why^nof appoint them to 
administer the state? And they would all look so fine 
in thotographs*" (89) 

(87) *T<> Raise all of Our Boys to be Soldiers", Literary 
Digest, 62:14 (August 23, 1919), 33. 

(88) Sânson W. Baldwin, "The Military Moves In", Harpers 
195:1171 (December, 1947), 481-9. 

(89) George E. Sokolsky, The Houston Chronicle* January 20, 
1948, 8:7, 
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A further Indication of what "military mind* and Its 

derivative, "militarism”, means to the average individual is 

found In The Reader1a Guide to Periodical literature* Indexed 

under the topic, "Militarism”, one'finds articles, all opposing 
i I r 

various features of military policy. (If one wants the converse, 

look under "Preparedness"*} 4 f * 'ft**! 
J * H ^ * i * 

The Appellation, "military mine!” means to the soldier that 

he is regarded as being, if not stupid# certainly Intellec- 
4 

tually Indifferent, He 1* inclined to regard the attempt to 
», 

discredit by vllllflcatlon and name-calling as being a 
1 

technique designed especially for, and applied only against 

the soldier. He does not realize that the same technique 

is frequently applied to any other minority group which finds 

Itself In a controversial position# 

The derivation by which individual specific complaints 

and controversies are translated to the general summation 

"military mind" is often an Involved one# There are, 

“ however, three primary vehicles which carry the prejudice 

and recrimination, Ahlch collectively Is the basis for 

"militarism". It Is now true, and has been especially true 

in the past, that the only information that the public had 

of the individual relationships within the Service was the 

letters and complaints of the Individual service man. It Is 

a human characteristic that unpleasantness is longer remem¬ 

bered than the pleasant things that happened, and more 

bitterly resented. Therefore, even to the ex-serviceman who 
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had a pleasant tenure In the army, an outburst of complaint 

from any Individual Is likely to recall old memories. To 

the citizen without previous military service, the complaints 

are difficult to evaluate, and the citizen is likely to accept 

someone else’a conclusions. For example. In 1936 W. 0. Stevens 

published an article "Our Yes-Man Navy", which was based upon 

the complaints of three unidentified officers who had failed 

of selection for promotion, two, allegedly, "because they 

were not naval academy graduates", and the third, because "he 

was Unwilling to overlook graft". (901 tjslng Mr. Stevens* 
» 

article as source material, 0» 0. Vlllard, pacifist editor 

of the Nation and of the New York Evening Post, concluded 
4 r 1 + " ' 

that the promotion system of the tf*, S. Navy *is+oorrupted 

by favoritism and malice; that nepotism Is rife; and that 

«sons and sons*ln^law of captains and admirals on the active 

list are pretty sure to move up*.* (91) 

Neither Mr. Stevens nor Mr. Vlllard Indicated that the 

Naval Selection Act of 1934 necessitated the involuntary 

retirement of a great number of officers who had received 

their commissions in the period Immediately after World War 

1^whether from the Naval Academy or from reserve and enlisted 

sources. Both authors placed mistaken emphasis on "spotless 

records”; a spotless record merely Indicates an absence of 

misconduct; not that the Individual is the best suited for 

(90) W. 0. Stevens. "Our Yes-Mein Navy", Forum. 100 (Nov* 
ember 1933), 211*15. 
(91) Oswald 0. Vlllard, Our Military Chaos, New York, 1939, 19. 
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promotion» 

A similar generalization technique is often applied to 

Individual misconduct in the military services; the misconduct 
* 

of the few is ascribed as a Characteristic to the entire 

military organization» Thus# based upon the report of & 
* 

"Woman ftar Worker", CafrtOonlsfc Wicb presented tj^he Doughboy 

as a Cupid in Khaki, loving and leaving a tearful bevy of 

French damsels who were protesting their eternal love and 

fidelity. (92) Mich's picture of promiscuity did not reflect 

the personal prejudice of the "Woman War Worker"» conditioned 

as it was by "an improper advance", on the part of a soldier, 

or perhaps, by the fact that only one such advance was made 

during the two years that the author was in France» 

Having become convinced that; the dissolute moral tone 

of the individual soldier and sailor is in some way asso- 

elated with and is the result of his service career, it is 

rather easy to extend that conviction to crimes of violence 

that periodically occur* Coincidentally, the age group having 

the highest incidence of crimes of violence, the twenty to 

thirty year olds, Includes the average age of the soldier» 

Understandably then, the soldier and the ex-aoldier must 

figure in any analysis of crime, but his appearance does 

not necessarily or even characteristically reflect a ser¬ 

vice career* It simply reflects the economic dislocation 

(92) "Our Bad Boys in France", loc* clt* 
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and state of social flux In which that age group finds it¬ 

self# Similar statistics might prove that Protestants have 

a higher Incidence of crime than Catholics, or that in 

Minnesota, people of Scandinavian racial extraction commit 

more crimes of violence than people of Grecian racial ex¬ 

traction* There are simply more of them* The nations 

press, however, frequently headlines the serviceman’s 
y 

or the veteran's part In crime* Where an actual accusation 

Is absent, an incidental Insinuation frequently conveys the 
n r 

same Idea* The nation in an article opposing universal 
^ * 4 

military training contains a perfect Illustration* 

Particularly, there is reason for profound thank¬ 
fulness in the attitude of the returned soldier* 
There is every evidence, despite the lawlessness 
of many men In uniform on May day, that our troops 
have returned from overseas with a stomachful of 
soldiering, with no love for the trade, and none 
too much for their officers* (93) 

Although the policy of some papers, and the Natl on Is 

one. Is to deprecate any and all forma of military activity, 

most cf the newspapers headlining "Vet Accused of Rape", 

and "Ten Year Term for Ex-Soldler" simply found In the 

crime stories a substitute for war lineage* Such stories 

do not always indicate an antl-mllltary bias as the 

editorial policy of the paperj the net effect, however, 

is the same* The returning soldier is presented as 

Frankenstein trained in the service to violence, and so 

morally weak that jhe le unable in civil life to resist 

his training* Doctor Francis Rowley makes such a 

(93) "American Militarism Waning", The Ration. 108*973 
(Tune 21, 1919)* 
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presentation in an S* P, C, A* magazine} 

WHAT DO TOD THINK OP THEM? 

These chickens have 6ome home^fponi the war to roost 
There they are on the perch ft last, and a sorry looking 
flock they make# Lawlessness ruffles his feathers and 
stares at you with careless effrontery. Theft is there 
indolently at rest, having been Used to helping himself so 
long tp what eras çot „his; hf wonders how he ever stood it 
in the oldfdays to Work for a living; ..Uheleaulipesa watches 
out of an evil eye* for*-some victim of .his lust. Idleness* 
habits of industry broken to pieces* disdains to settle 
down to toil* Highway robbery makes no effort to conceal 
its ugly head, and looks the part ha plays with increasing 
boldness* Murder* too*, is'there. His bloody beak betrays 
him* Killing has dulled all sensitiveness to the sacred¬ 
ness - of life* These are some of the brood war hatches out 
and fostera under its foul wings# (94) 

The conclusion of Sir Phillip Gibbs Is the same? 

For there is disease and insanity in our present state, 
due to the travail of the war, and the education of the war. 
The daily newspapers for many months have been filled with 
the dreadful crimes of violence and passion. Most of them 
have been done by soldiers and ex-soldiers.,.inspired by 
homocidial mania and secret lust,,.murders Of young 
women.,.outrages on little girls,,.violent robberies. 
#*.It is caused by the discipline and training of modern 
warfare. Our armies, as do all armies, established an 
Intenalve culture of brutality.,,*It was the duty of 
offleers...to inspire blood lust in the brains of gentle 
little boys who instinctively disliked butchers * work.(95) 

The obvious bias found in such writing is not peculiar to 

World War I# Nathaniel"Hawthorne expected a moral collapse 

following the Civil War* He feared the spoliation arid coarsen¬ 

ing of the "quiet rural life of the New England villages 

when the soldiers return". The World War I ex-soldier soon 

(94) Massachusetts American Légion Proceedings for 1921, 
pp5Ü-5S'«" quoted WecterY op. elt,, 4l4. 

(95) Sir Phillip Gibbs* op. elt.,' 450* 
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had enough of such talk* The National Convention of the 

American tegion In Cleveland# September, 1920, In a resolution 
* * * 

requested the public press "to subordinate whatever slight 

news value there might be in playing up the ex-Service man 

angle in stories of crime on offenses against the peace*"(96) 

As a matter of fact, in World War I as in World War II, 

GI Joe simply exchanged his service prefix for a collegiate 

one, and his college career was entirely successful. School 
« 

and Society has exhaustively investigated "the returning 

veteran" in college life, All Investigators, regardless of 

their personal bias, find the Veteran "at least holding his 

own" scholastically, and the statistics upon which those 

conclusions are baaed Indicate that he is more than holding 

his own* 

As to the social adjustment of the Veteran, Brooklyn 

College vigorously defends him? 

It should be stated at the outset, with considerable 
emphasis that no Institutional problems haye developed 
from the personality and conduct of veterans as such. 
The concern reflected on this score in a good deal of 
literature on the returning veteran has not been realised 
at this college. The effect of having veterans in the 
college has in fact been notably good**.winning faculty 
esteem for balance, poise, and mature Judgement. {97) 

{96) Wecter, op. clt,, 413* 
{97) Joseph Justmun, "Educational Services for Veterans at 

Brooklyn College", School end Society* 66il708 (Sept.20, 
1947), 209-13* For sliiXlar studies, see Tibbets and 
W* W* Hunter, "Veterans and Non-Veterans at the University 
of Michigan," School and Society, 65*1689 {May 10, 1947), 
347-50; M. G* Orr,"'5rade Point Average of Veterans at 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College,"Ibid*, 
66î 1702 (August 2, 1947), 94} P* E. Clark and ÏÏ7X 
StasklewlCx, "Achievements of Veterans In General 
Chemistry," Ibid,, 65i1696 (June 28, 1947), 482-4. 
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At various times, concern is expressed because of the 

failure of à system of voluntary enlistments to keep the mili¬ 

tary organisation manned. One editor attributes the failure to 

enlist to distinction in the quality of "Justice" administered 

in courts-martial involving enlisted men and those involving 

officers# Such suspicions, that officers have small regard for 

the welfare of the enlisted man, is heightened by the demand of 

„ Boston’s Mayor Curley for presidential pardons for "thousands 

of soldiers who were Imprisoned for minor offenses." Mayor 

Curley, while In prison himself for his financial operations in 

connection with government war contracts, discovered some 

100,000 such soldiers whom he felt were unjustly imprisoned, 

even as he had been, because of minor offenses# "Some of these 

men, "he eald, "had enlisted when they were only 17 or 18 years 

old*" Mayor Curley concluded that the normal reaction to news of 

the death of a father or mother Insofar as these youngsters 

was concerned was, not to follow normal service routine and 

request emergency leave, but to go "over the hill* (desert)# 

"It la what you or I would do*" (98) 

Another writer attributes the declining rate of enlist¬ 

ments to the poverty of financial reward to the military man for 

his service* (99) The serviceman has another answer* He attributes 

the declining enlistment rata to another poverty* He regards 

his occupation^ ^ profession, and does not expect the 

(98) "Curley Seeks Pardons,..*, The Houston Chronicle, November 
27, 1947, 3*5* 

(99) Constatlne Brown, The Houston Chronicle. Pebruarv 22. 194ft. 
22t 4-5.    



financial reward Incidental to a successful business career* 

He sees himself as "a guardian of International peace", a 

"watchdog of Democracy#* Out of 4£2 sailors interviewed, 

only four said that the Kavy was "Just another Job" to them* 

The serviceman^ by and large# is altruistic and idealistic# 

He resents what he thinks is the civilian attitude toward the 

aan-in-unlform. Only 39^ of the sailors thought that they 

were treated fairly in the communities in which they were 

stationed; only one of the 482 had any criticism of Kaval 

Justice# The sailor attributes the declining enlistment rate to 

" a poverty of prestige for military service# (100) Â 

To a certain extent, hie resentment is Justified, The 

altruistic sailor can hardly be expected to Subscribe to such 

statements *s "The military life appeals not to the ablest 

and best men in society# but chlëfly to those who cannot ad¬ 

just themselves to normal civilian life." (101) Just as a 

civilian press generalised the individual misconduct of a 

. few men as being characteristic of the organisation# the 

sailor is inclined to generalise such things as the tradition 

that in Norfolk# Virginia# the cltlsens post signs on thslr 

lawns, "DOGS AKD SAILORS KFEP OFF THE GRASS*# as indicative 

of the social status of the sailor In Horfolk# The writer 

(100) Maurice S« Sheehy, Mimeographed report to the Chief of 
Kaval Operations dated October 21, 1942# 

(1011 Frederick B. Tolies# "Toquevllle on American Destiny# 
* Christian Century 64t 1480»1 (Deo.3# 1947) 
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’ 1 Si h 1 ' 
% ■ ! 

has exhaustively* investigated thatr tradition* submitting in- 
•* i * k \ . y 1 * r , , 

quiries to Our Navf ail various, éther sorties paper* before 

finding an individual who would attest to having personally 

seen such a sign, Nr, Viggo JoJuîson, ampldyee of The Rice 
1 * i 

Institute, Houston, Texas, states that during the Armistice 

celebrations in November, 1918, he waa attached to the U.S.S# 

Pyro. and that he had aaen a sign "DOGS AND SAILORS KEEP OTJT* 

posted in restaurant window, either in Norfolk or Newport 

News, Virginia, (102) 
* 

The sailor responds to such conditions and tradition of 

those conditions by withdrawing himself and hia family from 

contact with tha citizenry* The Navy Mother’s Club of America 

had just auch a beginning, "We organized," according to Mrs, 

Emma Jones, the founder, "so that we could talk about our boys 

in the service without apologies. Do you know that in Norfolk, 

Virginia, they had up signs, ’DOGS AND SAILORS KEEP OPF THE 

GRASS’#,.* (103) Although Vrs# Jones, too, had subscribed to 

(102) At another time, success was within graan. At the Rice 
versus Baylor football game in the fall of 1948, the half¬ 
time score Of the University of Arkansas versus William 
and Mary College was announced, indicating that the 
latter school was leading, A "Mr. Williams", as he sub¬ 
sequently introduced himself, remarked, "The people in 
Williamsburg will be hard to live with now. I was sta¬ 
tioned there during the War (World War II), and do you 
know, they had signs up, ’DOGS AND SAILORS KEEP OP THE 
GRASS’," He assured me that his wife had a picture of 
the sign, and that X was welcome to a print of it, which 
I m ght get at my convenience at his place of business, 
the "Gulf Service Station at tha corner of Bellaire and 
Main”(In Houston), The following Monday morning, a Mr* 
Free assured me that he was tha manager of that station, 
and that a "Mr# Williams* was unknown to him."Mr.Williams" 
evidently was unwilling to admit that "Dogs and Sailors" 
was to him simply another "sea Story". 

(103) Mrs. Emma Jones, speech at the San Jacinto Inn, October 
27, 1948. 
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the tradition, her apprehension was not entirely unfounded* 

The writer was dissuaded from joining the Navy in 1933 by the 

plea of his mother that she could no longer face her friends 

if they knew that she had a son in the Havy, which in that com¬ 

munity was regarded as being somewhat of a glorified reform 

school. 

The reputation of the Armed Forces as a reform school is 

often traceable to friends of military service. The county 

judge who suggests that some erring youngster join the army because 

he recognises that the wellordered routine of military life will 

automatically correct his sins, does not Intend his option as 

parallel sentence* Nevertheless, the suggestion that the army 

is a convenient dumping ground for criminals, criminals in the 

making, and soclsl misfits does little to enhance the tarnished 

prestige of military life* Regardless of the motivation the 

suggestion constantly recurs* The Army and Navy Journal edito¬ 

rially denounced it in 1922 (104); the Brownsville Herald, in 

1943 (105), and even as early as the Civil War* Wecter reports} 

Judge Hill, of Spencer, Hass., told a State Senate 
Committee ill April )65* how he dealt with a local offender 
whom he had ordered the deputy sheriff to arrest? *The 
man came with the officer* I asked him if he wanted to 
enlist* He replied that he had rather not.. I told that 1 
thought he had better, and he enlisted.* .This procedure 
had become common.t The Hew York legislature heard a report 
* i 

(104) Army and Havy Journal, LlXt2^i Whole 3043 (Jan. 21,1922), 
a&T*The editorial was inspired by two such recent in¬ 
cidents happening in North Carolina* 

(105) Editorial, inspired by lucent newstory from Balias, Texas, 
reprinted in the Houston Chronicle, September 26, 1948, 
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in 1867 jlrhloh Quoted a aherlff*$ word that the penalty 
for crime nowadays was to enlist In the army and get a 
large bounty.(106) 

The "Felons, Idiots, and Soldiers" parallel Is another 

suggestion which chips away at the stature of the soldier. It 

has reference to the laws of several states which disfranchise 

personnel of the military establishment, along with felons and 

the mentally irresponsible. The Army and ftavy Journal has this 

to says 

.....In these eight states, soldiers and sailors lose 
their right of suffrage because of their occupation* Can 
It be possible that after the United States entered the war 
these eight commonwealths urged their cltlsens to Join the 
Army and Wavy simply to put them in a class with Idiots, 
felons and others? Can it be possible that these states 
consider, disfranchisement a Just reward for patriotism? (107) 

The Fat ion argues as the reaaon for such disfranchisement that 

army life gives little time to read Impartially and make up 

minds free of blind obedience to the authority of the adminis¬ 

tration in power, and that military life fostered love of 

action and contempt for the slowness of civilian debate. (108) 

Even the establishment of the validity of ouch an argument, 

however, would not remove the stigma of the association# 

The personal relationship of the military man to the com¬ 

munity contributes negatively to the summation, "military ralndï. 

As he defensively withdraws from the civilian community, find- J 

lng amongst his service contemporaries a community of interests 

and friendships, he insures less mutual understanding between the 

(106) Wecter# op. o!t«( 232. 
(107) Army and HavyTournai.LIXt 23* whole 3062 (April 29,1922), 

"527. 
(108) The Fat ion. October, 1866, quoted Wecter, op. cit,, 8. 
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serviceman and the Civilian* Although personal relationships 

as well as personal characteristics do contribute, the unending 

discussion as to the nature of the military establishment is 

most often the associated with the working of the "military 

mind*. Where circumstance provides à focal figure about whose 

person such discussion can localise, the denunciation of the 

•military mind*, allegedly narrow, bigoted, and discriminatory, 

is often bitter. The real question is lost completely. In the 

World War controversy as tb a citlsen army or a professional 

army, the question was lost In a defense of the person of 

Leonard Wood. In the between wars trial by court-martial of 

*Bllly"Kltchell, the question of personal conduct for which he 

was being tried was obscured by a defense of his concept of 

air-power. The relative position of the antagonists was re¬ 

versed, but the situations are identical* In both, it is the 

^ question of a man and an idea. In the first, the personal char¬ 

acter of General Wood Was more easily defended and was more 

interesting than-ihis concept of army organisation* In the 

latter, Mitchell's rather glamorous concept of air-power was 

more interesting and more easily defended than his allegation 

of treason on the part of his superior officers. In both, 

public sympathy was with tbe underdog, and tine best possible 

defense was Interposed In his behalf. The possible validity 

Of Wood's position, and the undeniable guilt of Kltchell was 

seldom mentioned. 

The military questIbn of Importance in 1947-49 Is the ques- 
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tion of service vmlflcetlon »* the welding of the departments 

of the Army, the Wavy, and the Air Force Into one Department 

of Defense* Although the desirability of such unification Is 

agreed, all of the details of the unification did not Immediately 
* 

resolve themselves upon th* passage of the Unification Act* 

There still exists legitimate questlone and differences of opinion 

In connection with service unifications, and yet moat of the 
ÜP 

criticism of the military services that has occurred In the last 
k * * * 

three years has been predicated upon the assumption that an 
* 4 4 f 

inelastic rmllltary mind" Is lnoapable of recognising a Changed 

situation, and that the failure of the high command to Immediately 

agree upon delineation of responsibility, for Instance, la prima 

facie ..evidence of the hidebound conservatism of those officers* 

One has only to pick up the daily newspaper to find ample evi* 

dence* The Detroit Free Press? 
rv 

The Air Force uniform has brought down criticism* It 
is pointed out that divergent uniforms are certainly no 
contribution to the spirit of unification ••• Maybe If at 
the top levels something more than lip service was given 
the unification principle, the ranks could still wear clothes 
peculiar to particular services without material harm being 
done.(109) 

The Charlotte Observer on a different topic» 

The one thing that sticks out like a sore thumb Is that 
unification has not been achieved* Secretary Forrestal •*« 
found It difficult to overcome the traditional rivalries 
and jealousies* **.(110) 

The Washington Star has this to say about a Congressional Com» 

mlttee investigating the national defense program during World 

(109) Quoted from *U. S, Dally Press Views", Army and Wavy Journal, 
LXXXVI:24J Whole 5466 (Feb* 12, 1949), ÏÏ5S*   

(110) Quoted from Ibid., LXXXVIU8* Whole 3460 (Jan. 1, 1949),514* 
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War IIj , , , 
1 1 
* * The committee ’ a report gave ihe clear impression 
that Admiral King, as an individual, had used his 
high office to support General Somervell in the latter’s 
determination- to go ahead with the canol project. The 
plain implication was that tha Admiral, incollaboration 
with General Sommerville, resorted to the questionable 
if not unethical tactics to thwart the desires of 
Congress, and this was described as *& blot upon the 
record of two otherwise capable officers,’ The fact 
is that Admiral King, in supporting General Somervell, 
was acting, not as an individual, but as an agent of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, (111) 

In October, 1943, the Bight Beverend Kaurioe S. Sheehy, 

who had served as a Captain in the Navy Chaplain Corps during 

World War II and who is now Head of the Department of Reli¬ 

gious ’Education at Catholic University, submitted a report 

to the Chief Of Naval Opart.tions dealing with morale in the 

IT, S* Wavy, (112) He found in his rather, comprehensive 

survey ©f 14# of the men interviewed had reenlisted in the 

Navy after a separation ranging from three to thirty months. 

The motive* 32# for career* 22# for the companionship 

afforded in Navy life* 7# dissatisfaction with civilian life* 

The inescapable conclusion drawn from his entire report is 

that the enlisted personnel of those 14 ships and stations 

were happy and contented with an eye firmly fixed on an 

idealistic, wholly American, future. The storm of criticism 

that greeted the report centered mostly upon the fact a 

Chaplain, and * Catholic at that, conducted the survey, that 

his rank: was that of Captain, and that allegedly, the individual 

(111) Quoted from Ibid.,11X1V:l?Whole 3339 (Sept, 7, 1946),2. 
(112) Sheehy, loc, "ci't,, 
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Interviews were controlled by thé Commanding Officer of the men 

Interviewed* The palpable inconsistency of the last two crit¬ 

icisms apparently escaped the critics* A Chaplain* famllar 

• with service traditions and customs, would be more likely to 

divine the actual state of morale in a military organisation than 

one without his service background# A Captain would rank with or 

above the Commanding Officer of any of the ships or stations 

that he visited and It is unlikely for that reason if no otherj 

that he would find any available facility for collecting in¬ 

formation denied to him# The criticisms of this report led 

Our NAvyto editorially observe that based upon* A half century 

of experience AS A Havy publication» 

*«« it is the habit in some quarters to criticize the 
Navy adversely* no matter whatsit does. (113) 

Constantine Brown, noting that this "if I dldn*t think of 

it* 1% agin it" psychology of the playground had permeated 

higher levels* rather precisely pin-pointed the danger of such 

thinking. Writing in the Washington Star, he said» 

Hr. Wallace hates anything In uniform* He considers 
the «brass* as having an evil Jingoistic Influence on 
peacemlnded civilians. Hence he rejects the information 
that these men poaesa which throws a light on t) e in¬ 
tentions of other countries* .*.(114) 

Mr. Brown*a observation is not without point# Typical of 

the many press releases concerned with the increasing stature 

(113) "Our Naval Views and Comments", Our Navy. XLIII»13 (First 
of December, 1948),3, 

(114) Quoted from "(I.S# Pally Press Views*. Army and Navy 
Journal. LXXXIV-,4: Whole 3342 (Sept. 2371 ôléîT^S* 
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of the soldier triüf ex-soldler on the national and international 
1‘ * ♦ ' * * 

scene Is the article, "The Military Move» %n* In the December, 
« 

1947, Harper»s«(115) The author* Hanson W, Baldwin, feels that 

there is danger in th^ present policy 0^ "harnessing every form 

of national power to military strength** Is examples, he points 

to the growing Influence Of the War and Wavy Departments in 

formulating foreign policy, the enormous concentration of power 

impllolt In unified command under the Unification bill* the 

ominous Invasion of the fields of Science and Education through 

military financing Of research projects and through the various 

R.O.T.C, programs, the growing influence of the military over 

our domestic economy through the placing of military orders* He 

even suspects something sinister in the Inclusion of the WACS 

and WAVES in the regular services* The military is ebout to In-* 

vade the home* Mr* Baldwin concludes with a warning against 

raising the pay of the professional enlisted man, *already the 

highest in the world*, as being another step in the creation of 

a specially favored military class which "is the first step to¬ 

ward autocracy*» (Mr. Baldwin should spend more time observing 

the private life of the military man} "dishpan hands* do not 

become a despot) 

The careful eritlc is not likely to agree with Mr* Baldwin* 

A clear, dispassionate report on the influence of the Armed 

Forces on B* 3* Foreign Policy prepared by Blair Bolles for 

(ll5) Hanson W# Baldwin, "The Military Moves In", HarpeHs, 191i 
1171, (Dec. 1947) 481-9*   



Foreign Policy Reports found nothing ominous ©j* without his- 

©rical precedence In the relationship between the Armed Forces 

.nd oar policy.(US) Indeed one 1. Ukely to conclude, 

not that the Military ifl wo^lhg In, hut that It Is be!nr moved 

in* because here the administration can find competent public 

servants who are willing to do the job that his civilian brother 

refuses. President Truman nominated Major General Laurence S* 
f 

Kuter as chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board to fill a vacancy 

Occasioned by the resignation of Sarllee Branch, who resigned 

partially because of the high cost of living in Washington, D»C** 

The President indicated that he had previously offered the post 

to "more than six qualified civilians, all of whom had refused It," 

C117} Kuter was rejected by Senate Armed Services Committee who 

pigeonholed special enabling legislation, expressing disapproval 

of “encouraging appointment of military personnel to civilian 

jobs*. Senator Glen Taylor of Idaho declared that he would oppose 

the appointment even If the general stepped out of uniform and 

surrendered all of his military prequiaites# “He is still a 

military man with the West Point complet,* Taylor said, (113) 

The criticism of the military man and of the profession 

that he represents goes on and on* Justly or unjustly, it 

(116) Blair Bollea, "Influence of Armed Forces on tr.S, Foreign 
Policy", Foreign Pollor Reports, XXIIt14 (Octoberl* 1946), 
170-9 « 

(117) "Branch leaves CAB* Aviation Week* 48i4(Jan, 26, 1948), 
13, * 

(113) "Senate Group Stymies Gen* Kuter," Aviation Week.XXlI*13 
(Jan, 19, 1943), 15, 
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continues from the ceôsation^of one war until the beginning 

of another* Military life loses its prestige? "the soldier 
*■ * t 

rapidly resumes his ^piâce as a** pariah,*( 119} The ex-soldler la 

acutely aware of the declining prestige of his military service. 

The social dislocation caused by World War II resulted In a 

nationwide house hunt by the returning soldier upon his discharge 

from tlie service. In October, 1940, about six weeks after VJ 

day, 165 people advertised In the Houston {Tex.} Chronicle for a 
"" 1 1 1 T 

house to rent; one third advertised that they wore veterans, A 

year later, out of 151 advertisements, only 13# advertised 

veteran status* In October, 1948, only 1 advertiser out Of 64 

mentioned previous military serviced 120) The critics magnanimous¬ 

ly concede that "It has, of course become commonplace that in the 

United States, the army ?s ’kicked around* In peacetime*"(x21) 

Military Service offers little financial reward, and with the 

disappearance of prestige, military service becomes less and 

Jess attractive* The broad national base of the citizen army 

disappears, and as the specialized, professional army loses Its 

contact with great mass of tie country, It becomes an object of 

suspicion and recrimination. People Instinctively fear that which 

they 4® no understand. They are afraid that "the man who becomes 

an officer severs all ties that bind him to civil life. ... His 

(119) The Bridgehead Sentinel. June 7, 1919, quoted Wecter, op. 
clt», 34o. 

{120} See the Classified Advertising Section, The Houston Chronicle 
October 1, 1946, 11B*5-7J October 1, 1947, 19Bî5-8? October" 
1, 1948, 9C:4. 

<121)Tolles, op, clt., 1481. 
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true country* 1* the army #.# As the wants of an officer are 

distinct from those of the country, he may# perhaps# ardently1 

desire war# or labor to bring about a revolution at the very 

moment when the nation is most desirous of stability and peace.* 

(122) 

The criticism goes on because the Military man# himself# 

is a small part Of a vicious circle that Insures it continuance, 

and only the individual service man can break that circle* A 

small minority of the press is undoubtedly most responsible for 

the poor reputation that the services enjoy# Any operation, no 

matter how well managed# will produce some criticism# Care must 

be exercised on the part of those responsible for any operation 

to insure that the press and the public is as completely inform¬ 

ed on all of Its activities as Is not inconsistant with national 

security# The public has the right to know how its tax dollar 
1 

Is being spent# Much has been done In the past few years to 

develop and cement such understanding by an aggressive policy 

of public relations » keeping the hafcion Informed# The rest is 

up to the individual serviceman# Obviously# the very nature of 

his profession with its frequent transfers from station to atat- 
f 

ion precludes normal participation in the civic activities of 

the community in whlqh he is stationed# The easiest social path 

for the servicemen leads tof the community of interests which he 

holds with other members of the service* the civilian com- 

l 
(122) Ibid# 

I 0 

fc ‘ * * v, 
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munlty, he 1# apt to regard the "fried chicken as not worth 

the boredom." As the serviceman withdraws from the civilian 

communIty, whatever the reason* Justified or not, he worsens 

his already precarious position* His normal service gregarious* 

ness is misinterpreted as clannishness and snobbishness, Know¬ 

ing the other fellow, in or out of the service, leads to liking 

him* There are exceptions of course, hut by and large, the ser- 

vice man does not know, noV is he.lfnown fey the civilian com¬ 

munity in which he lives* The congregation of a metropolitan 
* T * 4 

church indice ted in January, 11? 49, that over half of the In- 
li 

dividual members knew no one then In the Army, Havy, or Air Force, 

and that the average service acquaintance for the entire con¬ 

gregation totaled less than two percent oé the individual’s total 

acquaintance.(123) 

As long as this isolation exists, the smartest public re¬ 

lations policy cannot present the service man as simply another 

public servant. The Admiral Halseys will always be mistaken for 

doormen.(124) Bcgardleas of whether or not the responsibility 

(123) A telephone survey conducted individually of the members of 
the Central Church of Christ, Houston, Texas, by the writer 
in January 1949. The question was presented by a mythical 
"Zenith Bese&rch Service* ostensibly to test public react¬ 
ion to the president’s proposed Celling or* the military 
budget, A church directory was used to provide the names, 
but the person interviewed was not informed of the nature 
of the survey. During the course of the interview, the 
questions as to present service acquaintance was presented 
"to determine what, if any, influence such acquaintance 
might have on their opinion." 

(124) William F. Halsey, Admiral Halaey’s Story, Hew fork, London, 
1947, 27, Admiral fiaisey, a Xï eut enant Commander at the 
time, says that in January, 1917, while standing in front 
of one of Hew York’s department stores, nine people mis¬ 

took him for a doorman, Halsey was angered that the citiaens 
do*U so little about their Kavy* 
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for hts place In society is his alone, the Individual servlce- 

man alone can change it* The path today la the same as It was 

one hundred and thirty years ago, when Major General Jacob 

Brown cautioned the military establishments 

The affections of the nation constitute the only cer* 
tain and permanent basis upon which the military establish¬ 
ment can build its reputation. It should be the study of 
officers to cultivate Intimate relations with society, and 
to attach the community to the Interests of the army, by 
mingling with circumspection and prudence, in those social 
channels Wherein the sympathies of the Individual naturally 
flow#, The nation must be convinced that the army Is pro¬ 
gressing in all useful improvements and must be made to feel 
that it Is connected with Its safety and honor.(125) 

(125) Hiles Register, 2S (March 1821 to September 1821),235. 
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